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Abstract 

Our purpose is to extend, to the class of linear operators on a locally convex 

space, some of the results of spectral theory. In order to do this we had to intro

duce some topologies on the space of operators that are not locally convex. These 

topologies are of interest in their own right, and have proved useful in enabling us 

to attain our goal. 

There is an important class of topological vector spaces named ab-spaces (almost 

bornological spaces), but there are not too many facts about them. We briefly 

discuss some new results and a give a characterization of those spaces in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

1.1 Introduction 

Our purpose in this chapter is to extend to the class of linear operators on a locally 

convex topological vector space the basic results of spectral theory. In fact, in 

Theorem 1.6 of this chapter we prove that, as in the Banach case, every linear and 

bounded operator from a locally convex space into itself has a non-empty resolvent 

(in C), we also provide a lower bound for it. In order to do this we have had to use 

topologies on the space of linear and continuous operators (L(E,F)) that are not, in 

general, locally convex. 

The reader will recall that one, usually, defines topologies on L(E,F) as a topology 

of uniform convergence over some family of bounded subsets in the domain space 

E ([12], p.134-140). In this work we define our topologies in terms of convergence 

over families of nets from the domain space. Of particular importance, not only for 

this chapter, but also for the whole thesis is the result stated in Theorem 1.5 . This 

is so because that theorem turned out to be a powerful tool for proving our main 

theorems, in this and the subsequent chapters. It proved to be particularly useful 

in Chapter 2, which is the central part of this work. 
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Roughly speaking, Theorem 1.5 says that if Tn "decreases" (as n increases) to 

zero "fast enough" ("fast decreasing"), then the operator 1- T E L(E,E) has 

an inverse. This inverse is the limit in L(E,E) of the sequence Sn = :2:k=O Tk . 

The reader might recall that, when E is a Banach space, the same conclusion holds 

when IITII < 1 . The fact is that, under those conditions, the sequence Tn is "fast 

decreasing" accordingly to our Theorem 1.5. 

We shall work with topologies on L(E, E) that are defined by families of nets 

III E. These families must have certain properties (to be defined). For instance, 

Theorem 1.6 requires families of ultimately bounded nets (ub nets), Theorem 1.4 

requires large regular families of nets. At first glance Theorem 1.5 only requires 

stable families, but because it is supported by Theorem 1.4, it requires also large 

regular families; on the other hand, neither one (Theorem 1.4 nor Theorem 1.5) 

requires ub nets for their proofs, but in order to be clear and to fix ideas we will 

only work in this thesis with ub nets. 

Finally, we will see in Chapter 2 that, most of the results there require stable 

large regular families of t-ub nets. This is so because they are supported by both 

Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 . Thus, we will give a name, admissible, to those 

families of nets in order to fix that idea. 

In all that follows, not only in this chapter, but through the whole work, E will 

denote a Hausdorff, locally convex, topological vector (linear) space over the field 

C of complex numbers. We shall also assume, except in the last chapter, that E 

is complete. \\le start our discussion by recalling the basic facts about nets, by 

examining certain usefull families of nets, and by showing how a net of operators in 

L(E,F) converges over a family of nets. Then, we discuss the topology one obtains 
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from this notion of convergence in some detail. We also need to introduce a number 

of definitions. 

Definition 1.1 A subset S of E is said to be a balanced set if eS c S for all scalar 

(complex number) e such that lei ~ 1 (1.1 denotes the Euclidean norm on C). 

Definition 1.2 Let iJ be the family of all balanced, convex, closed neighborhoods of 

zero in E. 

Definition 1.3 A set B of E is said to be a bounded set, if for every V E iJ there 

is a scalm' e such that B C eV. 

Remark 1.1 Every point of E is a bounded set, which is another way of saying that 

each V E iJ is an absorbing set; i.e., given 1I E iJ and x E E there is a scalar 

e such that x E ell. The fact that our topology is Hausdorff is equivalent to the 

assertion that n{1I1l1 E iJ} = {OJ ([9}). 

We shall work with nets in our topological vector spaces. Hence, we recall that: 

A net {xa}; C E is a map from a directed set (J,~) into E. We refer the reader 

to ([11]) for a discussion of this concept and the associated terminology. 

We can say more about directed sets and nets. 

Definition 1.4 If (J,~) is a di1'ected set, then, a subset J' C J is said to be a 

cofinal subset of J if, given any index 0' E J there is an index 0" E J' such that 

0" 2:: 0' . (J',~) (same partial order as in J) is also a directed set. 

The set {O' E J I 0' 2:: O'o} , for any fixed 0'0, is a cofinal subset of J. 

Definition 1.5 Given a net {xa}; and a cofinal subset J' C J, {xa};1 is said 

to be a sub net of {x,,}J . 
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Definition 1.6 Given any net {Xcr} J (J the directed set, 0:' E J) and any index 

0:'0 E J , the set Jo = {O:' E J 10:' ;::: O:'o} is also a directed set with the same partial 

order as in J. Jo is said to be a residual set of J and the net {xcr} Jo is said to be a 

tail of {xcr} J determined by 0:'0 • In fact, any tail of {xcr} J is a subnet. 

In particular,we shall need the following concepts: 

(a) A net {xcr}J C E is said to be a Cauchy net if given any V E f) there is an 

0:'0 E J such that Xcr - X{3 E V VO:',/3;::: 0'0. 

(b) A net {xcr} J C E is convergent to an element y E E if given any V E f) 

there is an 0:'0 E J such that y - Xcr E V V 0:' ;::: ao . 

(c) A net is said to be a null net if it is convergent to the zero vector of E. 

It is easily seen that every convergent net is a Cauchy net. The spaces i~ which 

the two classes of nets are equivalent are of particular importance for us, that is 

why we introduce the following definition. 

Definition 1.7 The space E is said to be a complete space or simply complete, if 

every Cauchy net of points of E is convel'gent to a point of E. A space E is said to 

be quasi-complete space if for every bounded, closed subset B of E, any Cauchy net 

in B is conve7'gent to a point of B. 

It is clear that every complete space is quasi-complete. The converse is false ([9]) 

and this will be of use later on in this section. The following classes of nets will 

playa fundamental role in all that follows. In order to facilitate this discussion we 

introduce the following terminology. 

Definition 1.8 A net {xcr}J c E is said to be a constant net if there is a point 

x E E such that Xcr = x V 0:' E J . If the element x E E is the zero vector, the 
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net is said to be a zero net. ~ will denote the family of all constant nets. 

Definition 1.9 The net {xa} J is said to be eventually constant if there is a tail 

of {xa} J that is a constant net. We will denote by the letter ~' the family of the 

eventually constant nets in E. 

Definition 1.10 A net {xa}J C E is said to be a bounded net if there is a bounded 

set BeE such thai Xa E B 't/ a E J . 

If there exists a tail of the net {xa} J which is a bounded net, then the net is said 

to be eventually bounded. 

Definition 1.11 A net {xa} J C E is said to be an ultimately bounded net (ub 

net) if for any V E {) the1'e is an scalar ~ and an index ao E J (depending on 

V) such thai Xa E ~V 't/ a ;::: 0'0 • The family of all ub-nets in E will be denoted by 

r(E) or simply r if the1'e is no possible confusion. 

Remark 1.2 A ny constant (1'espectively eventually constant) net is a bounded net 

(respectively eventually bounded). A ny bounded and any eventually bounded net is a 

ub net. 

Vb nets have proved useful in connection with many aspects of the theory of locally 

convex spaces ([4]). Let us stress here that, although any net with a bounded tail 

is certainly a ub-net, the converse is false. To show this we must first prove: 

Lemma 1.1 Any Cauchy net in E is a ub net. 

Proof: Let {Xa} J C E be a Cauchy net and let V E {) be given. 

Hence 3 0'0 E J such that Xa - X(J E V 't/ a, f3 ;::: ao. 



Since V is an absorbing set, 3 r E ~+ such that Xoo E rV. 

Therefore, Xo E Xoo + V C rV + V C (r+ l)V Va ~ ao. 

Hence, {xo}; is a ub net. 
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Here we can say that, in normed spaces, any ub net has a bounded tail. This 

means that we can always consider, when dealing with normed spaces, a family of 

bounded nets rather than ub nets and, in many cases, families of bounded sequences 

are good enough in order to prove some results. 

We observed above that there are spaces that are quasi-complete but not com

plete. Any such space must contain a Cauchy net that does not converge and any 

one of those nets is a ub net that does not have a bounded tail. 

Whenever we want to call atention to an specific locally convex topology ton E , 

we will write E[t] . A neighborhood of zero in E[t] will be called a t-neighborhood of 

zero, and the family of all balanced, closed, convex, t-neighborhoods of zero will be 

denoted by 'I?(t). Similarly, we shall speak of t-convergent , t-Cauchy , t-ultimately 

bounded nets (t-ub nets), in order to specify the topology for which those concepts 

are considered. 

Let F[u] be a second Hausdorff, locally convex, topological vector space. Ly(E, F) 

will denote the complex linear space of all continuous, linear maps from E[t] into 

Flu]. We shall be working with nets {T.dll contained in the space Lf(E,F). 

Given {xo} J a net from E and a linear operator T on E, we might say that {T,d II 

converges to T over {x Q }; if given any V E 'I?(u) , there is an index Ao E D.. and 

an index ao E J such that (T - T>.)xo E V whenever we have both A ~ Ao and 

a ~ ao . This definition implies that the net {T>.} II is also convergent to T over 

any subnet of {xo} J • Furthermore, since these operators are linear, {T>.} II will 
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converge to T over the nets {exa} J for all scalar e, and over the nets {xa - x} J 

if the net {TAx}.6. is u-convergent to Tx in F. We shall get a topology on L(E,F) 

(Proposition 1.1) by characterizing the closed sets (Definition 1.14) according to the 

(77, u)-convergence (Definition 1.13 below). This topology on L(E,F) will allow us 

to get results similar to those for the normed case. The the most important fact 

here is that that topology is not necessarily locally convex; i.e., L(E,F) with the new 

topology is a topological vector space (Lemma 1.6) but it is not, in general, locally 

convex. 

We know that, when E and Fare normed spaces, L(E,F) is also (in a natural 

way) a normed space ([19]). 

We notice that, when E and Fare normed spaces, a sequence Tn from L(E,F) 

converges to zero if, given any u-neighborhood of zero \1 C F , there is a natural 

number no such that Tnx E V for all index n ~ no and for all x E E such that 

IIxli :5 1 . In other words, a tail of {Tnx} N is in V for all x in a fixed bounded 

subset of E. In view of this we will fix a family 77 of nets from E and we will say 

that a net {TA}.6. from L(E,F) converges to zero if, given any u-neighborhood of 

zero V in F and any net {xa}J E 77, TAxa E V for all a ~ ao and A ~ Ao for 

some indicies ao E J and Ao E t::,. (these two indicies depending on the net as 

well as on the zero-neighborhood). 

On the other hand, in order to achieve better results based on that definition, we 

had to impose some restrictions on the family 77 . For instance, 77 should contain 

the constant nets (at least) because in this way we can say that, if TA -+ 0 (in 

L(E,F)) then TAX -+ 0 (in F[u]) for all x in E; i.e., {TA}.6. is pointwise convergent 

if it converges in L(E,F). This is an important fact that will enable us to show that 
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L(E,F) will "inherit" some of the proterties of F. These observations lead us to make 

the following definition. 

Definition 1.12 A family 7] of nets in E is said to be a regular family if: 

(i) All zero nets are in 7] • 

(ii) A ny scalar multiple of any net in 7] is a net in 7]. 

(iii) Any subn et of a net in 7] is a net in 7] • 

(iv) A ny translate of a net in 7] is a net in 7] • 

Condition (i) tells us that 7] is not the empty family and moreover that for, any 

directed set J, the net {x o = Ob E 7] • Thus any regular family contains, by (iv), 

all constant nets. The latter family is, in fact, a regular family. Other examples of 

regular families are: the nets that are eventually constant, the bounded nets, the 

eventually bounded nets, the Cauchy nets, the convergent nets, the ub-nets and the 

family.of all nets from E. We may partially order the class of all regular families by 

set-theoretic inclusion. Clearly the constant nets are the smallest regular family. 

Remark 1.3 We want to study convergent nets in the space Lf(E, F) over some 

particular families of nets. The reader should be aWU1'e of the following: 

a) The Greek letter 7] will denote ANY family of t-ub nets from E. 

b) The Greek letter w will denote a REGULAR family of t-ub nets from E. 

Definition 1.13 Let 7] be a family of nets in E. A net {T.\}~ from Lr(E, F) is 

said to be an (7], u)-Cauchy net if for any :W E t9(u) and any {Xcr}J E 7] there 

are Ao E fl. and 0'0 E J such that (T,v - T.\)xcr E W V A', A ;::: Ao and V 0' ;::: 0'0· 

We shall say that the net {T.\}A is (7], u)-convergent to some To E L,/(E, F) 

if given Wand {xcr} J as before, there are Ao E fl. and 0'0 E J such that 
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(To - T.>.)xa E W V;\ ~;\o and et ~ eto . 

Remark 1.4 We observe that any (7], u)-convergent net in Lf(E, F) is an (7], u)

Cauchy net. Furthermore, if w is a regula7' family and hence contains all constant 

nets r.sJ, then any w-convergent net must converge pointwise on Eft}. Thus limits 

of (w, u)-convergent nets are unique in this case. 

1.2 The Topology on L(E,F) 

The last definition of Section 1 enables us to generate a topology on the vector space 

Lf (E, F) as follows: 

Definition 1.14 A subset 5 C Lf(E, F) is said to be a (7], u)-closed set if for any 

net in 5 that is (7], u)-conve7'gent to T, T E 5 . 

Proposition 1.1 The family of all sets in Lf(E, F) that are complements of 

(7], u)-closed sets is a topo/gy on this space. 

Proof: Lf(E,F) and the empty set (4)) are trivially (7],u)-closed sets. 

Let 51 and 52 be (7], u )-closed sets and let {T.>.} tJ. be a net from 51 U 52 (7], u)

convergent to T. 

Set ili = {;\ E ill T.>. E 5d i = 1,2. 

Since il = ill Uil2 , at least one is a cofinal subset of il ([11], p-lO). Without 

loss of generality we may assume that ill is cofinal in il. Thus, {T.>.}tJ.l is a net 

in 51 which is (7], u)-convergent to T ([11]). Hence T E 51 , a subset of 51 U 52 . 

This proves that the latter set is (7], u)-closed. 

Let {5i Ii E O} be a family of (7],u)-closed sets and let {T.>.}tJ. be a net from 
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n{Si liE O} that is (77, u)-convergent to T. Then T E Si for all i EO. This 

proves that the intersection of any family of (77, u)-closed sets is (77, u)-closed • 

Remark 1.5 The relation between the (77, u)-topology on Lr(E, F) and the more 

standard topologies is further clarified below (Lemma 1.5). Some useful properties 

of the (77, u )-topology are discussed in Lemma 1.3. 

Lemma 1.2 The family r of all t-ub nets and the family of all constant nets (SS) 

are regular families. Furthermore, the intersection of any non empty collection of 

regular families is a regular family. 

Proof: Since any V E t9(t) contains the zero vector of E, condition (i) on regular 

families is trivially satisfied by both the constant and the t-ub nets. It is just routine 

to check that both families also satisfy conditions (ii) and (iii). Besides, if Xo = x 

for all a E J ,then Xo + x' = x + :1" Va E Jj i.e., any tanslate of a constant net 

is a constant net. Thus, the family of the constant nets is a regular family. 

Now let {xo }; be a t-ub net. Given V E t9(t) there exists U E t9(t) such that 

U + U ell. For this U there is an index 0'0 E J and r E ~+ such that Xo E rU 

for all a;:::: 0'0 • Since U is an absorbing subset of E, there is an r' E ~+ such that 

x E r'U . Thus Xo + x E rU + r'U C (r + r')V Va;:::: 0'0 and hence any tanslate 

of a t-ub net is a t-ub net. Thus condition (iv) is also satisfied by the family r. 
The second part of this lemma goes as follows: 

If T is a family of regular families then SS C 77 V 77 E T ,hence SS C nl'77 • 

Again, checking the conditions (i)-(iv) in Definition 1.12 for nl'{77} is routine. 

Similar arguments prove that the eventually constant, eventually bounded, 

bounded, Cauchy and convergent nets are regular families. The new concept given 

below will be frequently used in many proofs in this thesis. 
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Definition 1..15 Given two directed sets (J, $1) and (~, $2), then IT = J x ~ 

(cartesian product) partially ordered by defining (a, >.) $ (a', >.') to mean that both 

a $1 a' and >. $2 >.' (coordinatewise order) is a directed set (it is easy to check 

that). We will call (IT, $) the directed product of J and ~. 

Remark 1.6 Some of the directed sets we will use most in all that follows are: 

1.- '!9( t) partially ordered by: \I $ \I' if \I' c \I . This partial order is called the 

inverse set inclusion. 

2.- The family B of all bounded, balanced, convex and closed subsets of E partially 

ordered by: B $ B' if B c B' . This is a di1"ected set because the balanced, convex 

and closed hull of a finite union of bounded sets is bounded ([9}). This order is called 

the direct set inclusion. 

3.- The family K of the compact, convex and balanced subsets of E partially ordered 

with the di1"ect set inclusion is also a directed set because the balanced, convex and 

closed hull of of a finite union of sets in I\. is a compact set ([9}). 

4.- The natumi numbers N with thei1" usual total O1"der. 

Lemma 1.3 Let 1] be any family of nets from E and let {T.dA be a net m 

Lr(E, F) that is (1], u)-convergent to T. Then: 

1. For any scalar ~ the net {eT.dA is (1],u)-convergent to ~T. 

2. Any subnet of {T.dA is (1], u)-convergent to T. 

3. If {S.V}AI is another net in Lf(E,F) that is (1],u)-convergent to S, then 

the net {S,v + T.dAIXA is (1], u)-convergent to S + T • 



Proof: We will only prove number 3 and we will assume just for simplicity that 

S=O=T. 
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First, we recall that 6.' x 6. is a directed set by the following partial order: 

(A~, AI) ~ (A2' A2) if and only if A~ ~ A2 and Al ~ A2 (Definition 1.15). 

Let V E t?(u) (in F) and let U E t?(u) such that U + U C V . By hypothesis, 

given {xer} J E 7] there are indicies A~ E 6.', Ao E 6. and ao E J such that both 

B>"xer E U V N ~ A~ (in6.') Va ~ ao and T>.xer E U VA ~ Ao (in6.) Va ~ ao . 

Then, (B.v + T.,)xer E 1I V (N, A) ~ (A~, Ao) • 

Remark 1.7 It follows from Lemma 1.2 that given any non-empty family of nets 

7] , there is the smallest regular family of nets that contains 7] i i.e., there is a 

regular family that we shall denote by R( 1]) such that: 

(a) 7] C R( 7] ). 

(b) If 1]' is any regular family S1lch that 7] C 7]' , then R( 7]) C 7]' • 

In fact, R( 1]) is the inte1'section of all 1'egular families containing 7]. 

Definition 1.16 We will call R(1]) the regular family of nets generated by 7]. 

If 7] consists of all zero nets, then R( 1]) is the family of all cons tan t nets. On the 

other hand, if 1] consists of all null nets (nets that are convergent to the zero vector) 

then R( 7]) is the family of all convergent nets. 

Definition 1.17 We shall say that Lf(E, F) zs (7], u)-complete if every net in 

L¥(E,F) , that is (7],u)-Cauchy, is (7],u)-convergent to a point of L¥(E,F). 

We observed before that (7], u)-convergence implies pointwise convergence on F if 

the constant nets are in 7]. In the other direction we have: 
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Lemma 1.4 Let 7] be a non-empty family of nets in E and let {T,d~ be (7],u)

convergent to T. Then {T>.}~ will converge to T over the family R(7]) if and only 

if for every x E E the net {T>.x} ~ is u-convergent to Tx (in F). 

Proof: =» Since R( 7]) is a regular family, any constant net from E is in therej i.e., 

{xa = xb E R(7]) for all x E E . Hence it is clear that a (R(7]),u)-convergent 

net will be pointwise convergent in F for every x in E. 

~) We observed before that if {T>.}~ is convergent to T over {xa}J, then it 

is convergent to T over any subnet {xa}J' and any scalar multiple {exa}J. It 

remains to prove that the net {T>.} ~ con verges to T over any translate {xa + x} J 

of {xa}J. 

Let IV E '!9(u) and U E '!9(u) be such that U + U C 111 . Then, there is an index 

~o E ~ and an index 0'0 E J such that (T - T>.)xa E U for all ~;::: ~o and 

0' ;::: 0'0 . There is also an index ~1 E ~ such that (T - T>.)x E U for all ~;::: ~1 • 

Since ~ is a directed set we can take an index ~2;::: ~o, ~1' Then we have 

(T - T>.)(xa + x) = (T - T>.)xa + (T - T>.)x E U + U C W for ~ ;::: ~2 and 0' ;::: 0'0. 

Thus {T>.} ~ is convergent to T over R(7]) • 

Theorem 1.1 If 7] is any family of nets that contains the bounded nets, and if 

{T>.}~ is any net in Lf(E,F) that is (7],u)-convergent to T, then {T>.}~ con

verges to T uniformly over the bounded sets of E. 

Proof: Let us suppose that 3 a bounded set BeE such that {T>.} ~ does not 

converges to T uniformly on Bj i.e., 3 IV E '!9(u) and a cofinal subset ~' of ~ 

such that, for each ~ E ~/, 3 x>. E B such that (T>.-T)x>. ¢ W . Since {x>.}~' 

is a bounded net ({ x>.)~, C B), it belongs to 7] and hence 3 ~o E ~I such that 
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(T>. - T)x>., E H' V A, N ~ Ao (in A'). In particular, (T>.o - T)x>.o E W , which 

is a contradiction. 

We observe that the converse of Theorem 1.1 is not true in general because if we 

take F = C (with the Euclidean norm on it) and w = r, then Lf(E, F) = E' , 

but if E is not a normed space, f3(E', E) (the topology of the uniform convergence 

on the bounded sets in E) is coarser than the (w, u)-topology as is shown in Lemma 

1.5. 

Definition 1.18 Given any set AcE the polar set of A (AO) in E' is the set 

{y E E' /Iy(x)l ~ 1 V x E A}. If A is a balanced, convex closed subset of E then 

AOO = A (f9},p-190) whe1'e AOO = (AO)O is the polar set in E (defined in a similar 

way) of AO. 

The dual of E, E', is the vector space of all continuous, linear functionals on 

E; i.e., E' = L~·I(E,C) (1.1 denotes the usual Euclidean norm on the complex 

numbers). 'ATe may give E' the topology defined, as above, on the family r of 

all nets in E that are ultimately bounded (t-ub). Let us call this topology the r

topology on E'. \Ve can also give E' the topology of the uniform convergence on 

the bounded subsets of E. This is denoted by f3(E', E) and is called the strong 

topology of E'. In fact, E'[f3(E', E)] is called the strong dual of E. 

Lemma 1.5 If Eft} is not a normed space then, on E' = L(E, 0), the strong topology 

(f3(E', E)) is st7'ictly weaker than the r -topology. 

Proof: Since every bounded net from E is in r, any r-convergent net in E' is 

uniformly convergent over every bounded subset of E by Theorem 1.1 (page 20); 

i.e., any r-convergent net in E' is f3-convergent. Thus f3(E, E') is weaker than 
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the r-topology. 

We shall show that the strong topology is strictly weaker than the r-topology 

by constructing a net in E' that is ;1(E', E)-convergent to zero, but is not r

convergent to this point. 

Let .6 be the directed product of 'I9(t) and B = { all bounded, balanced, con

vex and closed subsets of E} (Definition 1.15 and Remark 1.6) and let, for each 

(U, B) E .6, XUB be an element in U \ B (the complement of B in U). This is 

possible because E[t], since it is not a normed space, does not contain a bounded 

neighborhood of zero ([9]). 

Now, given F E 'I9(t) , choose and fix any Bo E B and note that for all indicies 

(U, B) ~ (F, Bo) we have XUB E U C V. Thus the net {XUB}6 converges to 

zero and hence, by Lemma 1.1, it is a t-ub net; i.e., {XUB} 6 E r. 

For each (U, B) E .6 we recall that XUB is in U but not in B, and so we may 

choose YUB E BO (the polar set of B in E') such that IYUB(XUB)I > 1. If this 

were not possible then, for all Z E BO we would have IZ(XUB)I $ 1 which would 

imply that XUB E BOO = B ([9]). Since {XUB}6 E rand 1 < IYUB(XUB)I for all 

(U, B) E .6 , it is clear that {YUB}6 is not convergent to zero for the r-topology 

on E'. 

Let us show that {YUB}6 IS ;1(E', E)-convergent to zero. Let W be a ;1(E',E)

neigborhood of zero W in E' . Then there is a set BI E B such that Bf C W 

([9]). Thus for all (U,B) 2:: (UbBd, where UI E'I9(t) is chosen arbitrarily and 

then fixed, we have B:) BI and hence YUB E BO C Bf C W • 

Theorem 1.2 Let Eft} and Ffu} be nOl'med spaces and let w be any family of ub

nets in E containing the family of all bounded nets. Then a sequence in Lf(E, F) is 
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(w, u)-convergent if and only if it is convergent for the operator norm on L¥(E, F) . 

We note, for later use (Corollary 1.3 to Theorem 1.5) that this result is true if w 

is taken to be the family of all eventually bounded nets. 

Proof: =» Let {Tn}N be (w,u)-convergenttoT. Then {TnX}N isu-convergent 

to Tx for all x in E. 

Let us suppose that Tn 1-+ T for the norm. 

Then there exists € > 0 such that given any n E N we can find kn EN, kn > n, 

for which IITkn - Til > f. Hence, for each n we can find Xkn E E such that 

II Xkn IIE:5 1 and II (Tkn -T)Xkn IIF> €. Then, {Xkn} E wand hence, for the given 

€ we can find no and knl , such that II (Tn - T)xkn IIF:5 € V n ~ no, kn ~ knl . 

Choosing kn2 larger than both no and knl we have € <" (Tkn2 - T)Xkn2 IIF:5 €, 

which is a contradiction. 

<=) Let {Tn} be II. II-convergent to T and {xo}; E w. 

Then, since {xo}J is a ub-net and E[t] is a normed space, this net has a bounded 

tail; i.e., 3 r E ~+ and 0'0 E J such that II Xo IIE:5 r V 0' ~ 0'0. Thus 

{xo}o~oo E w. 

By hypothesis, given € > 0 there is no E N such that " Tn - T ":5 ~ V n ~ no. 

This implies that II (Tn - T)xo IIF :5 " Tn - T "" Xo liE :5 € V n ~ nO and for all 

0' ~ 00. This is equivalent to saying that {Tn}N is (w,u)-convergent to T. 

In order to get a better idea of the meaning of 7]-convergence and its relation to 

the more standard types of convergence, we shall briefly discuss a special case. 

We already observed that some concepts on Lr(E, F) , defined for arbitrary 

regular families, might coincide with the standard concepts when we impose some 

additional conditions on the regular families in question. This happens again in 
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connection with the following: 

Definition 1.19 A subset S C Lf(E, F) is said to be (1/, u)-bounded if given 

{xa}J E 1/ and W E t?(u), there is an index 0'0 E J and r E ~ such that 

TXa E rW Va;::: 0'0 and V T E S. 

Recall that a subset S C L~(E, F) is said to be an equicontinuous set if for any 

TV E t?(u) , nTEST-I(lV) E t?(t) . 

Lemma 1.6 If a sequence {Tn} N C Lr(E, F) zs (1/, u)-convergent then the set 

B = {Tn I n EN} is (1/, u)-bounded. 

Proof: Since the translate of any bounded set is also a bounded set, we may assume 

that the sequence {Tn} N converges to O. 

Let {Xa}J E 1/ and TV E t?(u) be given. Thus there are indicies 0'0 E J and 

no E N such that Tnxa E 1V V Q' ;::: 0'0, n ;::: no . 

Since T1 , ... Tno- l are continuous maps and {Xa}; is a t-ub net (Remark 1.3), 

the nets {TkXa}J k = 1, ... , no - 1, are also u-ub nets. Hence there are indicies 

a} , ... ,ano-l E J and real positive numbers TI, ... Tno-l such that 

TkXa E rkH! Va;::: ak, k = 1, ... ,no-1. 

Since J is a directed set, we can choose an index a no E J such that a no ;::: ak 

k = 0, ... , no - 1, and set TO = max{l, Til"" Tno-l} . 

Then Tnxa E ro W for all a;::: a no and for all n EN. 

Note that any subset of an (1/, u)-bounded (respectively equicontinuous) set is 

an (1/, u)-bounded (respectively equicontinuous) set. 
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Proposition 1.2 Any equicontinuous subset S of Lf(E, F) 2S (1], u)-bounded for 

any family 1] C r j i.e., any family of t-ub nets from E. 

Proof: Let W C F be in 19(u) and {Xa}J E 1] . Since S is an equicontinuous set, 

V = nTesT-1(W) E 19(t) . On the other hand, 1] C r :=} 3 r E ~+ and 0'0 E J 

such that Xa E rV V 0' ~ 0'0. Therefore TXa E rW VT E S and V 0' ~ 0'0 • 

Under certain conditions on the family 1J, the converse of Proposition 1.2 is true. 

Remark 1.8 We will use the symbol =:; to denote either 'less than or equal' if we 

are talking about real numbe1's or 'it is a vector (linear) subspace of' if we want to 

stress that some set is "more than" a subset. For 'it is a subset' we will be using the 

symbol C as usual. 

Proposition 1.3 If { i-null nets } C 1] then any (1], u)-bounded subset S of 

Lf(E, F) is an equicontinuolls set. 

Proof: Let us suppose that the (1],u)-bounded set S is not equicontinuous. 

Then, there is a u-neighborhood IV E t?(u) (in F) such that given V E 19(t) and 

mEN, there exists XVm E 1I and TVm E S such that TVmxvm ¢ mW . 

Let D. = 19(t) x N the directed product of 19(t) and Nj i.e., (V, m) =:; (V', m/) 

when V' C V and m =:; m' (Definition 1.15). 

By construction, given Va E 19(t) , XVm E llo V V ~ Va and for all mEN; 

i.e., {XVm}A is a t-null net, hence {XVm}A E 1]. Since S is an (1], u)-bounded 

subset, Txvm E rW V T E S and V (V, m) ~ (Va, mo) for some r E ~+ and 

some (Va, mo) ED.. 

If mEN is such that m ~ max{mo, r} then (Va, m) ~ (Va, mo) . This implies 
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that Txvom E rW C mW V T E S, in particular for T = TVom , which yields a 

contradiction because by construction TVomxvom rt m W . 

Therefore, for any given W E t9(u) , there exist both Vw E t9(t) and mw E N 

suchthat TXEmwW VxEVw and VTES. 

This implies that V = m1w Vlv C nTEST-l('Jtl!)j i.e., S is an equicontinuous set. 

Corollary 1.1 If any t-null net is in 17 and S C Lf(E, F) , then S is an equicon

tinuous set if and only if it is an (17, u)-bounded • 

In Theorem 1.6 we ask for the family of nets both to be a regular family and 

to contain the t-null nets. In fact, these two conditions together are a frequent 

requirement for the families of nets we will be working on. Thus we will give a name 

to those families of nets in the following definition. 

Definition 1.20 A 1"egula1" family w is said to be a large regular family or simply 

a large family if it contains all t-null nets (hence all t-convergent nets). 

We wil discuss more technical results about the (17, u)-bounded sets of Lf(E, F) 

before we state our main theorem of this chapter. 

Theorem 1.3 Let w be any large family of nets and let A C Lr(E, F) be an 

(w, u)-bounded set. Then, the closure of A for the (w, u)-topology is an (w, u)

bounded set. 

Proof: If To is in the (w, u)-closure of A, then there exists {T.da C A , that 

is (w, u)-convergent to To. In particular, T>.x ~ Tox (in F[u]) for all x E E. 

Besides, since A is (w, u)-bounded and 17 is a large family of nets, then, according 

to Proposition 1.3, A is an equicontinuous set; i.e., given any zero-neighborhood 
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W E t?(u) , V = nTeA T-1(W) E t?(t). In particular, T>.x E W for all A E ~ 

and for all x E V . Now, because W is u-closed in F, Tox E W V x E V. 

Therefore V C n{T-l(W) I T is in the (7], u)-closure of A} • 

The next theorem tells us how L(E, F) inherits some properties of F. 

Remark 1.9 The topology (w, u) on Lf(E, F) is not a locally convex topology. 

However, we do have a notion of (w, u)-bounded set (Definition 1.19) and we can 

ask if every subset of Lf(E, F) that is both (w, u)-bounded and (w, u)-closed is 

(w, u)-complete. If this is the case, then we shall say that Lf(E, F) is (w, u)-quasi

complete. 

Theorem 1.4 For any large regular family of nets w, the space Lr(E, F) is 

(w,u)-complete (respectively (w,u)-quasi-complete) if the space F is u-complete (re

spectively u-quasi-complete). 

Proof: Let us first assume that F[u] is complete and suppose that {T,d~ is any 

(w, u )-Cauchy net from Lr (E, F). Since the family w is a regular family, the 

constant nets are in w, hence {T>.x} ~ is a Cauchy net in F for all x E E . Thus, 

we may define a map T from E into F by setting Tx = limT>.x for each x E E. 

It is easy to check that the map T : E[t] -. F[u] just defined is a linear map. 

Let us prove that T is also a continuous map. For this, let {xor} J be any t-null 

net in E. Since w is a large family, it contains this net. Hence given any W E t?( u) 

and U E t?(u) such that U + U C vI' , there are indicies AO E ~ and 00 E J 

such that (T>'I - T>.)xor E U V.,\', A ;::: -'0 and V 0: ;::: 0:0 • 

Taking the limit over.,\' and recalling that U is u-closed in F, we see that 

(T - T>.)xor E U V A ;::: -'0 and V 0: ;::: 0:0. 
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Now, since T>.o is a continuous map and {xab is a null net, 3 at E J such that 

T>'oxa E U Va ~ at. Choose a2 E J such that both a2 ~ at and a2 ~ ao . 

Then TXa = (T - T>.o)xa + T>,oxa E U + U C W Va ~ a2. This implies that 

TXa -. 0 (in F[u])j i.e., T E L't(E, F) . 

It remains to prove that {T>.}A is (w, u)-convergent to T . 

Let us take any {xo-} JEw and any IV E '19 (u) . Then there are indicies ..\0 E .6. 

and ao E J such that (T>'I - T.\)xa E IV V N,..\ ~ ..\0 and Va ~ ao. Thus taking 

the limit on N, we get that (T - T>.)xo E H' V..\ ~ ..\0 and V a ~ ao . 

Let us assume now that F[u] is quasi-complete. 

Let A C L't(E, F) be a (w, u)-bounded and (w, u)-closed set and let {T>.} A C A 

be a (w, u)-Cauchy net. Hence, since the constant nets are in wand {T>.}A is an 

(w,u)-bounded net, for any x E E the net {T>,X}A is u-Cauchy and bounded in F. 

Since F[u] is quasi-complete, this net is u-convergent to some element Tx E F. 

The rest of the proof follows exactly in the same way as in the other case, it is so 

because in that part we did not use the completeness of F[u] • 

1.3 Spectral Theory 

In this section we shall work with a fixed Hausdorff, locally convex space E that, we 

shall assume, is complete, and a fixed family w of nets from E. L(E) will denote the 

vector space of all continuous, linear operators on E[t]j that is, L(E) = LHE, E) . 

Since the topology t is fixed, we will speak of w-convergence instead of (w, t)

convergence. We shall work with w-convergent sequences and, where necessary, 

w-convergent nets in the space L(E). 

Before going further let us recall some facts from the theory of Banach spaces. 
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1.- If (B,II.II) is a Banach space, then L(B) has a norm II. ilL where for each T in 

this space, II T IIL= sup{ "llxil' I x =1= o} . 
2.- Since (B,II . II) is a Banach space, the space (L(B),II . ilL) is complete. We need 

this fact in order to prove that: 

3.- For any T E L(B) with II T ilL < 1 , the series E~oTn converges for II . ilL to 

a point of L(B). Furthermore, the limit of this sum is the inverse of the operator 

I - T j here I is the identity operator on the space B. (All technical terms will be 

defined below). 

4.- It follows easily that for any T E L(B) and any scalar ~ with II T ilL < I~I , 

the operator ~I - T is invertible in L(B). 

Other results about both the set of scalars ~ for which ~I - T has an inverse, 

the resolvent of T, and the set of scalars for which no inverse exists, the spectrum 

of T, have been proved in the Banach case. We shall prove analogous results for 

operators in L(E) making use of the w-collvergence. 

We must begin with some definitions and a few technical results. First, we agree 

that the letter I will denote the identity operator on Ej that is, I(x) = x for all 

x E E . It is clear that I E L(E) . 

Definition 1.21 An element T E L(E) is said to be an invertible operator if there 

is an operator S E L(E) such that SoT = To S = I. 

We shall call S an inverse of the operator T. 

For any operator T E L(E) we recall how the resolvent set of T (p(T)) is defined. 

Definition 1.22 p(T) = {~ Eel ~I -T is an invertible operator}. The spectrum 

of T, (O'(T)), is the complement in C of the set p(T) (C \ p(T)) . 
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It is easily seen that the inverse of an operator T , when it exists, is unique. Hence, 

we may use the symbol T-l for this operator. Then, using this notation we can 

say that 

p(T) = {e E C I (eI - T)-l E L(E)} and 

u(T) = C \ p(T) (the complement of p(T) in C). 

Regarding the spectrum of T, we must say that, a point e E C may be in u(T) 

because eI - T can not be inverted or because it has no continuous inverse. 

We must say also that the next theorem is not just one more technical result, 

but one of the most important results of this thesis. It supports most of the results 

and conclusions achieved in the following chapters, that is the reason we stress the 

importance of that theorem (compare with (3) and (4) above). 

On the other hand, talking about the families of nets, we should say that t-ub 

nets play an important role in the proof of Theorem 1.5 (below), because dropping 

this requirement from the family of nets, all we can say is that the class of operators 

considered in next theorem only has left inverses. 

Definition 1.23 A family 7] of nets is said to be a stable family of nets or simply 

a stable family if {Tx Ot } J E 7J for all T E L( E) and for all {XOt} J E 7J • 

Remark 1.10 Each of the following families of nets are examples of stable families 

of nets: the constant, the eventually constant, the bounded, the eventually bounded, 

t-null, t-Cauchy and the t-ub nets. 

Before proving our main theorem (Theorem 1.5 below) we need to prove a very useful 

result that tells us why stable families are so important, not only for the proof of 

that theorem, but also for proving another important results stated in Chapter 2. 
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Proposition 1.4 Let w be an stable family of nets and let {T.\}~ C L(E) be 

such that T.\ ~ T. Then, for all S E L(E) we have: 

1. S 0 T.\ ~ SoT. 

2. T.\ 0 S ~ T 0 S . 

Proof: (1) Let 1I E t9(t) and {xo}J E w be given. 

Thus, since S is a continuous map, U = S-l(lI) E t9(t), then, since T.\ - T ~ 0 , 

there are indicies Ao E Ll and fro E J such that (T.\ - T)xo E U 

V A 2:: Ao and V fr 2:: fro . 

Hence [S 0 (T.\ - T)]xo = S[(T.\ - T)x.\] C S(U) C V V A 2:: Ao, fr 2:: fro. 

This implies that So (T.\ - T) ..!!4 0 or, equivalently, So T.\ ~ SoT. 

(2) Let lIEt9(t) and {xo}JEw be given. 

Since w is an stable family, {S xo}; E w . Hence, since T.\ - T ..!!4 0 , there are 

indicies Ao E Ll and fro E J such that (T.\ - T)(Sxo) E V V A 2:: Ao, fr 2:: fro . 

Hence [(T,\ - T) 0 S]xo E 1I V A 2:: Ao, fr 2:: fro ; i.e., (T.\ - T) 0 S ..!!4 0 or, 

equivalently, T,\ 0 S ~ To S • 

Let Zt = { null nets} and Ct = { all convergent nets in E } . 

Definition 1.24 A family w of nets is said to be an admissible family of nets 

or, simply an admissible family, if it is a large regular and stable family of ultimately 

bounded (t-ub) nets. 

Remark 1.11 The family of all ub-nets (r), the family of all Cauchy nets and 

the family of all conve1'gent nets (Ct ) a1'e admissible families. On the other side, 
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{ all eventually bounded nets }UCt is also an admissible family. In fact, C t is the 

smallest admissible family. 

Theorem 1.5 Let {an} N be a sequence of non-zero complex numbers such that 

E~=l ~ < 00. Let w be an admissible family of nets from E . 

Suppose that for some T E L(E) and some scalar e , the sequence {FTn} N lS 

w-convergent to zero. Then the operator U - T has an inverse in L(E) . 

Furthermore, the series E~=0~nl+1 Tn is w-convergent to the operator (eI - Ttl. 

Observe that. the sequence {an} N , the operator T and the family ware linked 

via the requirement that {f,}Tn} N is w-convergent to zero. 

Proof: First, let us suppose that e = 1 . 

Set Sn = I + T + ... + Tn. \\le will prove that {Sn} N is a Cauchy sequence in 

the space L(E). Let {xo}J E wand V E 11(t). 

Since (Sn+k - Sn)xo = (Tn+k + ... + Tn+l )xo and since {anTn} N is w-convergent 

to zero, ::I 0'0 E J and no E N such that anTnxo E V V 0' ~ 0'0, n ~ no . This 

implies that Tnxo E a1n V V n ~ no and V 0' ~ 0'0 • Thus we may write 

(Sn+k - Sn)xa E _1_V + ... + _1_V C (_1_ + ... + _l_)V 
an+k an+1 an+k an+l 

V n ~ no and V 0' ~ 0'0. 

Now E~=1 d;;r is convergent, hence ::I nl EN such that E~~t~ ~ :5 1 . Since 

V is a balanced set, it follows that (Sn+k - Sn)xo E V Vn ~ n2, 0' ~ 0'0 , where 

n2 = max {no , nd . Therefore {Sn} N is an w-Cauchy sequence in L(E). 

By Theorem 1,4, the space L(E) is w-complete and so there exists S E L(E) such 

that {Sn} N is w-convergent to S. Now, from the definition of Sn we see that 



T 0 Sn = Sn 0 T = Sn+! - I. This implies that 

lim(ToSn) -
n-oo 

lim (Sn 0 T) 
n .... oo 

lim (Sn+l - 1) = S - I 
n .... oo 

The limits above are taken over the nets in w (w-limits). 

Let us prove that w-lim (T oSn) = To S too. 
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Since both Sn -!!4 Sand w is an stable family, by Proposition 1.4, ToSn -!!4 ToS . 

Hence, since the limit is unique 

T 0 S = S - I or (I - T) 0 S = I 

We will prove now that Sn 0 T -!!4 SoT. 

Since both the sequence {Sn} N is w-convergent to Sand w is an stable family, 

by Proposition 1.4, the sequence {Sn 0 T} N is w-convergent to SoT. 

Thus SoT = S - I 01' So (I - T) = I . Combining our results we see that S is 

the inverse of I - Tj i.e., S = (I - T)-l. In other words, 

(I - T)-l = L:~=o Tn = w-lim of {Sn} N . 

So far, we have proved the Theorem for e = 1. Let us take now anye (satisfying 

the hypothesis of the theorem) and set To = iT. Then f,i-Tn = anTe; and so, by 

what we proved above, I - To has an inverse in L(E) and (I - To)-l = L:~=o Te; ; 

i.e., eI - T is invertible and 

(eI - T)-l = ~ _I_Tn • 
L..J tn+! 
n=O I, 

Corollary 1.2 If T is a nilpotent operator (Tn = 0 for some n EN), then 

eI - T is invertible in L(E) for all scalar e =F 0 . Thus u(T) = {OJ because T 

can not be an injective map and is therefore not an invertible operator. 
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Corollary 1.3 If t is a norm on E and 0 < IITII < 1 then I - T has an inverse 

in L(E); here w is the family of all eventually bounded nets which, since Eft} is a 

normed space, is an admissible family. 

Proof: Let IITII < r < 1 and Hence, 

L~=o aln = L~orn = l:r < 00 and lIanTnll =5 anllTlin = (~)n --+ O. 

Thus, by Theorem 1.2, {anTn} N is w-convergent to 0 and, by the theorem above, 

I - T is an invertible operator in L(E) • 

We can say one more thing about Theorem 1.5, because of (J - T)-l is the 

limit (in L(E)) of the sequence Sn = 2:k:::::O Tk , that inverse commutes with the 

operator T (T 0 (/ - Ttl = (/ - T)-l 0 T). This is an important fact because 

the function I (to be defined in Chapter 2) "works" much better among operators 

that commute. 

On the other hand, as we said before, if not any net in w were a t-ub (ultimately 

bounded for the topology t) net, all we can assure is that (eI _T)-l = L~o ek~l Tk 

is only a left inverse of eI - T . On the other side, if we take regularity away from 

w then, even if E is a complete space, we can not assure that L(E) is w-complete. 

Therefore, the limit of {Sn}N does not necessarily exist in L(E). Then possibly 

neither left nor right inverse exists. 

We would like to identify now a very wide class of operators on E that satisfies 

the hypothesis of the Theorem 1.5. 

Definition 1.25 An operator T E L(E) is said to be a bounded operator if for 

some neighborhood U E 1?(t) , T(U) is a bounded subset of E. 
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Remark 1.12 We recall again that given two directed sets (AI, ::::;1) and (.06.2, ::::;2) , 

we can make of the cartesian product A = Al X .06. 2 another directed set by defining 

a partial order in A coordinatewisej i.e., (AI, A2) ::::; (A~, A~) if and only if both 

Al <1 A~ and A2 ::::;2 A~. It easy to check that (A,::::;) is indeed a directed set 

which is called the directed product of Al and .06. 2 • We will use this construction 

through the proofs of many assertions in this work. 

Remark 1.13 In fact, any linear operat07' T (on E) f07' which there exists V E 1?( t) 

such that T( V) is a bounded subset of E is a continuous operator. On the other 

hand, if E is not a normed space (and hence can not have a t-neighborhood of 

zero that is a bounded set ([9))} , then the identity operator I is a continuous linear . 
operator on E that is not a bounded operator. 

Theorem 1.6 If T E L(E) is a bounded operat07' then there is a positive real 

number ro, such that the operat07' eI - T has an inverse in L(E) whenever the 

scalar e satisfies lei ~ roo 

Furthermore, this inverse is given by the limit of the sequence {Lk=O eJ'~1 Tk } neN 

where the limit is taken ove7' the family of all ultimately bounded nets from E; i.e., 

the limit for the r -topology on L(E) (w = r) . 

Proof: We shall use Theorem 1.5 in the proof of this theorem. 

In fact, the proof of this theorem we may choose any admissible family nets. 

But, in order to fix ideas, we will take w = r. 
Let V E 1?(t) be such that T(V) is a bounded subset of E and let r > 1 be 

such that T(V) C rV. Let rb r2 E ~+ be such that 1 < r < rl < r2 and set 

an = rn for each n = 1,2, ... 
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Observe that Tn(u) C rnU or r~Tn(u) C U for all n. 

Now, let {xa}; E r and V E t9(t) . Then 3 ao E J and k,m E ~+ such that 

both Xa E mU Va ~ ao (t-ub net) and :2 T(U) C kV. Hence, 

_l_Tnx = (.IT)n(1..x ) = .IT( 1 Tn-l(1.. x )) C .IT(U) C kV V a ~ ao 
mr~ a r2 m a r2 r2- I m a r2 

which implies that k!n r~ Tnxa E V V a ~ ao and for all n EN. 
2 

On the other hand, since .!.. < 1 , ( ..!...)n ~ 0, so 3 no E N such that 
rl rl 

( r )n < 1 
;;- - km V n ~ no . Therefore we can say that 

an(_1-T )nXa = (~t~Tnxa E V Va ~ ao, n ~ no 
rlr2 rl r~ 

i.e., the sequence {an( rl
1
r2 T)n} N = {(rl~~)n Tn} N is r-convergent to O. 

Hence by Theorem 1.5, the operator rl r2I - T is invertible. 

If lei ~ ro then l.!fl $1, thus f,}Tnxa = (.!f)nanr~Tnxa E V Va ~ ao, n ~ no· 

This implies that the sequence {f,}Tn} N is r-convergent to O. Thus, eI - T has 

a continuous inverse in L(E) and, by Theorem 1.5, (I - T)-l = L~=o en~l Tn where 

the right hand side is the r-limit in L(E) of the sequence {Lk=O ek~l Tk} N • 

Corollary 1.4 If T E L(E) is a bounded operator, then, there exists ro E ~+ 

such that eI - T is invertible f07' all e E C such that lei ~ ro . 

Proof: Apply first Theorem 1.6 and then Theorem 1.7 • 

Remark 1.14 An operator T is said to be a compact operator if for some U E t9(t) 

T(U) (the closure of T{U)) is a compact subset; i.e., T{U) is a relatively compact 

subset. For any such T there is a positive real number r such that eI - T is 

invertible for all scalar e such that lei ~ r . 

These operators will be discussed furthe7' in Chapter 2. 
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Corollary 1.5 If T E L(E) is a bounded operator then the spectrum of T (O"(T)) 

is a bounded subset of c. 

Proof: Let r be the positive real number that exists by the Theorem 1.7 above, 

then O"(T) C {e E C I lei $ r} • 

Theorem 1.7 Let T E L(E) and let 7] be a family of t-ub nets containing the 

null nets (Zt C 1]) • Then the following statements a1'e equivalent: 

1. T is a bounded operator. 

2. For any {xa-} J E 7] , the net {Txa-} J is eventually bounded. 

Proof: (1) => (2). 

Let U E 1?(t) be such that T(U) is a bounded subset of E and let B be a bounded, 

balanced and closed subset of E such that T( U) c B . 

Let {xa-}J E 1] be given. Since 1] C r, 3 e E C and 0'0 E J such that 

Xor E eU Va 2:: 0'0· 

Hence Txor E eB Va 2:: 0.0; I.e., {Txor b is an eventually bounded net. 

(2) => (1). 

Let us suppose that T is not a bounded operator. 

Thus, given U E 1?(t) and BeE bounded, there is an element XUB E U such 

that TXUB rJ. B. 

Set ~ = 1?(t) x B. Then let ~ be the directed product of 1?(t) (ordered by the 

inverse set inclusion, (Definition 1.15)) and B (the family of all bounded, balanced, 

convex and closed subsets of E ordered by the direct set inclusion (Remark 1.6)); 

that is, ~ = 1?(t) x B coordinatewise ordered. 
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Let us define p : Ll --. E by p( U, B) = XUB. Hence p is a net from E; in 

fact, p is a t-null net because given Uo E t9(t) and Bo E B, p(U, B) E Uo for 

all (U,B) ~ (Uo,Bo) , since XUB E U C Uo . Therefore, {XUB}~ E 7]. Thus, 

{TXUB}~ is an eventually bounded net; i.e., 3 Bo E Band (UI,BJ) E Ll such 

that TXUB E Bo V(U,B) ~ (UI,BJ) , in particular, TXUJB2 E Bo , where B2 

is the balanced, convex and closed hull of Bo U Bl which is a bounded set in E 

containing both Bl and Bo; i.e., Bo C B2 . 

But by construction TXUJB2 f/. B2 , hence we have reached a contradiction. 

Thus there is a U E t9(t) and a bounded subset. BeE such that T(U) C B . 

Hence, (1) ¢> (2) • 
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CHAPTER 2 

SPECTRAL THEORY 

2.1 Introduction 

We know that, when E[t] is a normed vector space, the space of all linear and 

continuous operators T : E --. E (L(E)) is also a normed space ([19],[15]). If we 

designate by 11.11 the norm on the latter space then, for any T E L(E) and any 

e E C such that lei > liT II , {ill Tn} --. O. Furthermore, for any such e, the 

operator eI - T is invertible in L(E); in fact, we can realize the norm of T as 

IITII = in! {1' > 0 I {r~ Tn} --. O} . This point of view of the norm of T, rather 

different from the standard definition (IITII = sup{ITxl Ilxl = 1}) , is the one we 

considered in order to define the function I of this chapter (Definition 2.2), which 

is, of course, defined in terms of the (7], i)-convergence in L(E). 

What we did was to define a function I, with domain L(E), that associates to 

each T an infimum as the one above, except that the sequence r1nTn is converging 

to 0 according to the topology (7], i), defined in Chapter 1, which depends on a 

fixed family of nets (7] ) from Ej i.e., there is a function 'Y for each family 7]. 

Nevertheless, as long as 7] satisfies some particular requirements (stated in every 

theorem), the function 'Y works the same. Some of the properties that the function 
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"( shares with the norm are: "((0) = 0, ,(I) = 1 , ,(eT) = leh(T) . However, 

{Tn} ..!4 0 does not necessarily imply that "((Tn) -. 0 (Example 1). The other 

big difference between the norm and , is that for any continuous linear operator 

T, IITII < 00 ,meanwhile ,(T) could be 00 even if T is a continuous operator; 

that is, the codomain of the function , is not just the set of real numbers but the 

extended real numbers denoted here by ?R* = ?R U {oo} . Actually, in the normed 

case ,(T) agrees with the so called spectral radius of T (Theorem 2.2). This is 

one of the main theorems of this chapter. 

This chapter is divided in five sections. This section contains a few introductory 

definitions and elementary properties of the already mentioned function ,. At the 

end of this section we discuss other possible functions acting on L(E) x L(E) . In 

Section 2 we establish the connections between , and Spectral Theory, stressing 

the similarities between , and the norm. In particular, one of our most important 

results of this chapter (Theorem 2.1) establishes that if ,(T) < 1 then (1- T)-l 

is in L(E); that is, the operator T posses the same property in the locally convex 

case when ,(T) < 1 , as T does in the narmed case when IITII < 1 . 

Section 3 is devoted to proving more properties of ,. For instance, Theorem 2.3 

shows that "( is sub-additive when the summands commute. Despite this rather 

strong limitation, we were able to prove, based on Theorem 2.3, some additional 

properties of ,. For instance, every statement in Theorem 2.4 is an easy conse

quence of Theorem 2.3. However, Theorem 2.4 is important in its own right because 

it contains results that are generalizations of the Banach case. 

As we said before, , is not a continuous function. Our best approach to con

tinuity was stated in Theorem 2.5. There we prove that if Sn = Lk=O Tk ..!4 S 
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then i(Sn - S) --+ 0 ; in fact, in this theorem we establish sufficient conditions 

for which Tn ...!4 0 imply i(Tn) --+ O. We close Section 3 by proving that even 

though the set of invertible operators in L(E) is not, in general, an open subset for 

the 7]-topology, it satisfies some kind of openness in terms of i . In Theorem 2.7 

we explain what we mean by that. 

In Section 4 we introduce the * operation on L(E) defined in ([13]) for Banach 

algebras. Basically, this section uses both the function i and the * operation in 

order to extend the results on Banach algebras to the algebra L(E), which is not, 

in general, a Banach algebra. We also examine in this section, in some detail, the 

family of quasi-singular elements (Definition 2.9) of the algebra L(E), which holds 

an important place in the theory of Banach algebras. We end this section with a 

brief discussion on topological divisors of zero. 

In Section 5 we develop Spectral Theory from a rather different point of view 

than the standard one. \Ve recall that in Section 1 we first fixed a family of nets 

and then we defined the i. In this section we first fix T, and then we consider 

a family of nets associated with T which we denote by nT • In this way we are 

led to Theorem 2.6. There we establish conditions on a sequence {Tn} N that are 

necessary and sufficient for sequence {i(Tn)} N to have a convergent subsequence. 

Throughout this chapter we shall work with subfamilies w of r (the family of 

all t-ub nets defined on page 12, Definition 1.11) that are regular, large and stable. 

The definition of regular family was given on page 15, Definition 1.12. Recall that 

a regular family is said to be a large regular family if it contains all t-null nets 

(Definition 1.20, page 26), and a regular family is called stable if it is mapped into 

itself by any T E L(E) (Definition 1.23, page 30). Any such w will be called an 
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admissible family of nets. 

Definition 2.1 Choose and fix an admissible family w . For each T E L(E) we 

define the two sets: 

R(T,w) = {r > 0 I {r
1
n Tn}N ~ O} 

2(T,w) = {eEC\{O} I {;nTn}N ~O} 

Both sets depend on w as well as on T . 

It is clear that R(T,w) C 2(T,w). 

Suppose that, for some T E L(E) and some complex number e, the sequence 

enTn ~ 0 . 

Then given \I E t9(t) and {xo}J E w we have no E N, 0'0 E J such that 

enTn E \I V Q ~ 0'0, n ~ no . But the set V is known to be balanced (Definition 

1.1, page 10). Thus enTn E \I if, and only if, lelnTn E V . It follows from this 

that R(T,w) = {lei I e E 3(T,w)} , and in fact that e E 2(T,w) if, and only if, 

lei E R(T, w). These observations also show that, for any fixed complex number 

e, R(eT,w) = R(leIT,w) . 

Lemma 2.1 Let w be an admissible family and let T E L(E) be given. 

Then 3( T, w) # c/> if, and only if, 2( eT, w) # c/> for all scalars e '# 0 . 

Furthermore, e[3(T,w)] = {e( I (E 2(T,w)} = 2(eT,w). 

Proof: Choose and fix an arbitrary non-zero scalar eo. 
::}) Let e be in 3(T,w) , hence e~Tn ~ 0 . Since eien(eoT)n = /nTn , 

eoe E 3(eoT,w); i.e., eo3(T,w) c 3(eoT,w). 

<=) Let e be in 3(eoT,w), hence eln (eoT)n ~ O. Since <Ii)n Tn = e~ (eoT)n , 

-t E 3(T,w); i.e., 2(eoT,w} c eo2(T,w) • 
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Remark 2.1 Similar result can be proved for R(T,w) and R(eT,w) (e #- 0). 

Definition 2.2 For each fixed, admissible family w we can define a function 'Y 

on L(E) as follows 

'Y(T,w) = inf R(T,w) 

when the latter set is non-empty, and 'Y(T,w) = 00 when R(T,w) = 4>. 

Remark 2.2 It is cleal' that this function , depends on the family w as well as 

on the topology t. By the lemma above, we can say that 'Y(T, w) is finite if and 

only if 'Y( eT, w) is finite for all e#-O. The relation between two functions 'Y, 

generated for two different families of nets f1'om Eft}, is given in Lemma 2.1. 

Proposition 2.1 Any complex number e satisfying the condition 'Y(T,w) < lei zs 

in the set 3(T, w) . In particulal', any positive number that is greater than 'Y(T, w) 

is in the set R(T, w) . 

Proof: We may choose r E R(T,w) such that 'Y(T,w) $ r < lei. 
Then, given {xa}J E wand 1I E 19(t) there are indicies ao E J and no E N 

such that /n Tnxa E 1I V Q' ~ ao and for all n ~ no . 

Since V is a balanced set ffinTn xa = w,(r1nTnxa) E V for all a ~ ao, n ~ no . 

That proves that lein Tn -!:4 0 . 

Thus lei E R(T,w) and hence e E 3(T,w) • 

Remark 2.3 Let us note that inf{r2 IrE R(T,w)} $ [inf R(T,w)]2 and that, in 

fact, infirm IrE R(T,w)} $ [inf R(T,w)]m for each positive integer m. This can 

be proved as follows: 

For any f> 0 we have, by Proposition 2.1, [inf R(T,w) + f) E R(T,w) . 
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Thus we also have 

inf{r2 IrE R(T,w)} :5 [inf R(T,w) + eF = [inf R(T,w)]2 + 2[inf R(T,w)]e + e2 . 

Since e > 0 is arbitrary we are done. The general case can be proved in a similar 

way. 

It has already been show (Theorem 1.6, page 35) that, for any bounded operator T, 

the number ,(T, w) is finite. Our next result shows that, for a bounded operator 

T, ,(T,w) is finite for every admissible family w. 

Lemma 2.2 Let WI, W2 be two admissible families and suppose that WI C W2 . 

Then, for any T E L(£) , 

1. R(T,W2) c R(T,wd. 

Proof: (1) Let r E R(T,W2) . Then rInTn ~ 0 which implies, since WI C W2 

that r~Tn ~ 0 ; that is, r E R(T,wd. Thus R(T,W2) C R(T,Wl) . 

(2) It follows from statement 1 that ,(T,wd:5 ,(T,W2) • 

Lemma 2.3 Let w be a fixed, admissible family. Choose any T E L(£) such 

that ,(T,w) < 00 , let e be any fixed, complex number, and let m be any fixed, 

positive integer. Then 

1. /'(eT,w) = lel,(T,w). 

2. /,(Tm,w):5 b(T,w)]m. 

Furthermore, if T is the ze1'O operat01', then /,(T,w) = o. 
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Proof: The last statement is obvious because r~ on = 0 -+ 0 'V r E ~+ . 

Thus, to prove (1) we may assume that e =f:. O. 

(1) By Remark 2.1 we know that for any fixed, positive number a, the sets R(aT,w) 

and aR(T,w) = {ar IrE R(T,w)} are equal. 

For any e E C, we have already observed above that R(eT,w) = R(leIT,w) . 

Hence R(eT,w) = leIR(T,w) and therefore 

'Y(eT,w) = inf R(eT,w) = lei inf R(T,w) = leh(T,w) . This proves (1). 

(2) For r E R(T,w) the sequence t~Tn}N is w-convergent to zero and hence its 

subsequence {( r!n )n(Tm)n} is also w-convergent to zero. This says that 

(r!nTm)n -f!4 0 as n -+ 00 . Hence the number 1 is in R(r!nTm,w) = r!nR(Tm,w) . 

It follows that for some s E R(Tm, w), 1 = r~ or rm = s. 

Thus {rm IrE R(T, w)} C R(Tm, w). But now, by the obeservation made just 

after the proof of Proposition 2.1, we may write: 

'Y(Tm,w) = inf R(Tm,w) =5 inf{rm 17' E R(T,w)} =5 [inf R(T,w]m = b(T,w)]m • 

Remark 2.4 If 'Y(T,w) = 00 and e =I 0 then 'Y(eT,w) = 00 (Remark 2.2). 

Hence (1) in the lemma above holds trivially. 

Lemma 2.4 For any admissible family w, 'Y(I, w) = 1 . 

Proof: Let us first show that if r is any real number such that r > 1 , then 

r E R(I,w). 

To do this we choose, and fix, r> 1 and let {x~}J E w, V E t?(t) be given. 

Since w c r, 3 a E ~+ and 0'0 E J such that x~ E a V 'V a ~ 0'0 • 

Now that a is fixed we can find an integer no E N such that a < rn 'V n ~ no . 

Thus /nlnx~ = rlnx~ E ran 1I C V 'V a ~ 0'0 and 'Vn ~ no . 
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Thus {/nIn}N ..!:!4 0 which proves our claim. It now follows that ,(I,w):5 1. 

Let us show that we actually have equality by showing that no number less than 

one is in R(I,w). 

Choose V E {) (t) ,choose x E E \ V (x not in V) and for some directed set J, 

construct the net {xo = x}; . Note that {xo} JEw. 

Now let r < 1 be given. Hence rn < 1 for all n. If for some n and a 

J,;Inxo E V , we would have x = Jnx = ]nxo E 7,nV C V , a contradiction. 
r 

Thus r ¢ R(I, w) . This proves the lemma. 

Lemma 2.5 Let S, T E L(E) satisfy: (i) SoT = To S,. (ii) {sn}N is an 

equicontinuous set. Then for any admissible family w, ,(SoT,w):5 ,(T,w) . (We 

recall that, for admissible families, equicontinuous is equivalent to (w, t)-bounded). 

Proof: \Ve may assume that ,(T, w) < 00. 

Let r E R(T,w) and let {xo}; E w, V E {)(t) . 

By (ii) U = n~=l s-n(v) E {)(t). For this U, since r~Tn ..!:!4 0 , there exists 

ao E J and no E N, such that r~Tnxo E U Va ~ ao, n ~ no. But then 

/nsn 0 Tnxo = sn[/nTnxoJ E sn(u) C V for a.ll a ~ ao, n ~ no. 

By (i) we see that sn 0 Tn = (S 0 T)n and so {r~ (S 0 T)n} N ..!:!4 O. 

Thus r E R(S 0 T,w) and we have shown that R(T,w) C R(S 0 T,w). 

Hence, ,(S 0 T,w) = inf R(S 0 T,w) :5 inf R(T,w) = ,(T,w) • 

Corollary 2.1 If T E L( E) is such that the set {Tn} N is equicontinuous then for 

any admissible family w, ,(T, w) :5 1. Equivalently, for any such T, ,(T, r) :5 1 . 

Proof: The operator I certainly commutes with T. Hence by the lemma above 

,(T,w) = ,(T 0 I,w) :5 ,(I,w) = 1 (this last equality is by Lemma 2.3) • 
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Lemma 2.6 Let S, T E L(E) and suppose that SoT = To S. Then for any 

admissible family w for which at least one of the quantities ,( S, w), ,(T, w) is 

finite, we have ,(S 0 T,w) ~ ,(S,w)r(T,w) . 

Proof: We may suppose that ,(S,w) < 00 . Then R(S,w) is non-empty and we 

may choose an element r of this set. Then we have {/n sn } N ~ 0 . 

Hence, this sequence is an w-bounded subset of L(E) (Lemma 1.6, Chapter 1) 

therefore it is an equicontinuous set (Proposition 1.3, Chapter 1). 

Applying Lemma 2.5 to ~S and T , we see that ,(~S 0 T,w) ~ ,(T,w). 

But by Lemma 2.2 we have ,(~(S 0 T),w) = ~,(S 0 T,w) . Combining these facts 

we see that ,(S 0 T,w) ~ r,(T,w) , and this is true for any r E R(S,w) . Thus 

,(S 0 T,w) ~ ,(T,w)[inf{r IrE R(S,w)] = ,(T,w)r(S,w) • 

Remark 2.5 Lemma 2.6 shows that if ,(S,w) is finite and ,(T,w) = 0 then 

,(SoT,w)=O. 

Remark 2.6 If neithe7' ,(S,w) nor ,(T,w) is zero and one of them is infinite 

then we have, t7'ivially, ,(S 0 T,w) :5 ,(S,w)r(T,w). 

Corollary 2.2 Let T be an inve7'tible opemtor in L(E) and let w be an admissible 

familiy for which 0 < "),(T,w) < 00. Then ,(T)-I:5 ,(T-I) . 

Proof: Since T 0 T-I = I = T-I 0 T we may apply the lemma to conclude that 

,(T,w)r(T-t,w) ~ ,(ToT-I) = ,(/,w) = 1. Our result follows from this. 

Definition 2.3 For any pair of operators S, T E L(E) and any admissible family 

w let us set R(S, T,w) = {r > 0 I L~ (sn - Tn) LEN ~ O} and then define 

,(S, T,w) = inf R(S, T,w) when this set is non-empty, and ,(S, T,w) = 00 when 

that set is empty. 
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Remark 2.7 We observe that R(S, T,w) = R(T, S,w) because we always take 

balanced neighborhoods of zero in working with w; hence "Y( S, T, w) = "Y(T, S, w) . 

Lemma 2.7 For any two operators S, T E L(E) and any admissible family w 

for which "Y( S, w) and "Y(T, w) are finite, I"Y( S, w) - "Y(T, w) 1 :::; "Y( s, T, w) . 

Proof: Without loss of generality we may assume that "Y(S,w) ~ "Y(T,w) . 

Let us first note that any real number r such that "Y( S, T, w) + "Y(T, w) < r is in the 

set R( S, w) . To see this note that our inequality implies that r E R(T, w) and, it 

is easy to see, that our inequality also implies that r E R(S, T,w) . Thus we have 

both ..L(sn - Tn) ...!!4 0 and ..LTn ...!!4 O. Hence the sum of these two sequences rn Tn 

tells us that /nsn ...!!4 0 ,so r E R(S,w). 

Suppose that "Y(S, T,w) + "Y(T,w) < "Y(S,w). 

Then we may choose a real number b strictly less than "Y(S,w) and strictly larger 

than the sum. But then as we saw above, b E R(S,w) while b < inf R(S,w) 

which is a contradiction. 

Thus "Y(S,w):::; "Y(S, T,w) + "Y(T,w) , which gives us 

I"Y(S,w) - "Y(T,w)1 = "Y(S,w) - "Y(T,w) :::; "Y(S, T,w) • 

Corollary 2.3 If there is an admissible family w such that "Y(S,w) = 00 and 

"Y(T, w) is finite, then "Y( S, T, w) = 00 • 

Lemma 2.8 Let S, T, Q E L(E) and let w be any admissible family. Then: 

1. "Y(S,T,w):::; max{"Y(S,w),"Y(T,w)}. 

2. "Y(eS,eT,w) = lel"Y(S,T,w) for all e E c. 
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3. ,(S,T,w) $,(S,Q,w)+,(Q,T,w). 

4. If ,(S,w) , ,(T,w) ;::: 1 , then ,(S, T,w) $ ,(S,w){(T,w). 

Proof: (1) Since ,(S,T,w) = ,(T,S,w) we may assume that ,(S,w) $ ,(T,w) 

(hence R(T,w) C R(S,w)) and we also may assume that ,(T,w) < 00 (hence 

R(T,w) =F 4». We will show that R(T,w) C R(S, T,w). 

Since any r E R( T, w) is in R( S, w) we have both /n Tn ..!!4 0 and r~ Sn ..!!4 0 . 

Hence r1n(sn - Tn) ..!!4 0 and it follows that r E R(S,T,w) , Thus 

R(T,w) C R(S,T,w). It follows that 

,(S, Tw) $ ,(T,w) = max{,(S,w), ,(T,w)}. 

(2) It is easy to see that R(~S, ~T,w) = I~IR(S, T,w) (see Lemma 2.2). Thus, (2) 

follows from that equality. 

(3) We may assume that both ,(S,Q,w) and ,(Q,T,w) are finite. Observe 

that any real number r such that r > ,( S, Q, w) + ,( Q, T, w) is bigger than both 

,(S, Q,w) and ,(Q, T,w) j i.e., any such r is in R(S, Q,w) n R(Q, T,w). Thus 

/n (sn - Qn) ..!!4 0 and /n (Qn - Tn) ..!!4 a . Assertion (3) follows from this. 

(4) Since ,(S,w) , ,(T,w) ;::: 1 , we have both ,(S,w){(T,w) ;::: ,(S,w) and 

,(S,w){(T,w) ;::: ,(T,w) . The result now follows from (1) • 

Definition 2.4 An operato1' T E L(E) has a 1'ight (respectively left) inverse if 

there is an opemtor S E L(E) such that To S = I (respectively SoT = l) . 

T is called right (respectively left) invertible if it has right (respectively left) inverse. 

If the right (respectively left) inverse exists, it is unique. 

Remark 2.8 An opemtor T is inve1,tible if, and only if, it is both right and left 

invertible. In this case, the right and left inverse al'e the same. 
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2.2 Spectral Theory 

Definition 2.5 A sequence {Tn} N C L(E) is said to be strongly-(7] , t)-null or 

simply strongly-null if there exists a sequence {an} N C ~+ such that the series 

2:::1 a
1
n converges and {anTn} N -!4 0 . (See Chapter 1, Theorem 1.5) 

The following theorem and Theorem 1.5 (Chapter 1) are strongly related. These 

theorems support most of the work done in this thesis. In fact, in terms of this sup-

port (used direct or indirectly in the proofs of other results of this work), these two 

theorems can be considered among the most important results in this dissertation. 

Theorem 2.1 Let T E L(E). If there is an admissible family w such that 

,(T,w) < 1 , then the opemt01' 1 - T is invedible in L(E). 

FU1,therm01'e, (/ - T)-l is the w-limit of the sequence {2:k=O Tn} N • 

The last statement may be written (1 - Ttl = L~=o Tn. 

Proof: Choose and fix any real number r such that ,(T, w) < r < 1 . 

Then L~Tn}N ..!:!!t 0 (by Proposition 2.1) and, clearly, 2:~=orn = 1:r' 
Setting an = r~1 we see that {Tn} N is strongly-null. The result now follows from 

Theorem 1.5 • 

Corollary 2.4 If T E L(E) is such that for some admissible family w we have 

,(/- T,w) < 1 , then T is an invertible operator. 

Corollary 2.5 Let T E L(E) and let w be an admissible family such that 

,(T,w) < 00. Then for any complex number e such that ,(T,w) < lei, the 

operator e1 - T is invertible in L(E). 

Furthermore, (e1 - T)-l is the w-limit of the sequence {2:k=O f.Al Tk} N . 

Thus, e E p(T) . 
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Proof: Apply the lemm~ to Tl = ~T • 

Our corollary shows that when ,(T, w) < 00 for some admissible family w, 

the operator T has a bounded spectrum. 

In fact, we have u(T) C {e E C I lei :5 ,(T, w)} . Also, when ,(T, w) < lei then 

the inverse of eI - T is obtainable as the w-limit of the sequence of the partial 

sums {Ek=O ek~i Tk I n = 1,2, ... } . The w-topology is strongest when w = f , 

the family of all ultimately bounded nets from E (Definition 1.11, page 12). 

Theorem 2.2 Let T be a bounded operat01' in L(E) , then ,(T, r) < 00 • Hence, 

the spectrum of T (u(T)) is a bounded subset of C. (Note that for this theorem 

w= r). 

Proof: By Definition 1.24 :3 U E t?(t) such that T(U) is a bounded subset of E . 

Then, there is a positive real number l' such that T( U) C rU . 

In Theorem 1.6 (Chapter 1) we proved that (r1rr: )n Tn -4 0 for any real numbers 

rl, r2 such that l' < rl < r2. Hence ,(T, f) :5 r';2 < 00. Furthermore, if 

ro = inf{1' > 0 I T(U) C 1'U} , then given any f > 0 , there are real numbers 

rl , r2 , r3 such that ro < 1'3 < rl < r2 :5 ro + f. Then, as we proved in Theorem 

1.6, we have 

(T) < ~ < (ro+()2 = Th2To(+(2 < ro + 2f + (2. Since f > 0 can be arbitrarily 
, - T TO TO rO 

small, ,(T, r) :5 ro . Thus by Corollary 2.6, u(T) C {e E C I lei :5 ro} • 

Corollary 2.6 For any compact operat01' T E L(E) , ,(T, f) < 00 • 

Proof: Any compact operator is a bounded operator. 

The definition of spectral radius, given below, is the same given in any treatise 

on operator theory for normed spaces. 
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Definition 2.6 Let T E L(E) and suppose that a(T)::f:. q;. Then the number 

sr(T) = sup aCT) = sup { lei I eI - T is not invertible} 

will be called the spectral radius of the operator T 

Remark 2.9 Observe that if w is an admissible family for which the number 

"Y(T,w) is finite, then, acc01'ding to Corollary 2.6, sr(T):5 "Y(T,w) . On the other 

hand, if "Y(T, w) is not finite, then the last inequality above holds trivially. 

We should say that, when t is a norm on E , more is true about E[t]. 

Theorem 2.3 Let E[t] be a n01'med space and let w be the family of all bounded 

nets from E (which is an admissible family). Then "Y(T,w) = sr(T). Furthermore, 

if 11.11 is the n01'm on L(E) , then 

"Y(T,w) :5 IITII and "Y(T,w) = limn_oo IITnll~ 

Proof: Let r be any real number such that sr(T) < r. Then according to the 

spectral theory of normed spaces ([19]) and ([15]), rI - T is invertible and the 

series L~=o rn\l Tn is II. II-convergent to (1'l - T)-l . This implies that {/n Tn} N 

is II.II-convergent to 0 . However, as we proved in Theorem 1.2 (Chapter 1), this 

convergence is equivalent to w-convergence. Thus by Proposition 2.1 r E R(T,w) ; 

that is, r ~ "Y(T,w) ,hence "Y(T,w):5 sr(T) . This inequality and the one we got . 
in Remark 2.7 tell us that "Y(T, w) = sr(T) • 

In ([19]) and ([15]) it is proved that for normed spaces the following is true: 

sr(T) :5 IITII and sr(T) = limn_ oo IITnll~ . We refer the reader to those books 

for their proofs • 

Let us state some more definitions. 



Definition 2.7 Let T E L(E) and let w be an admissible family. Then 

p'(T,w) = {( Eel ')'(T,w) < I(I} . 
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Remark 2.10 By Theorem 2.1, p'(T,w) c p(T) for any admissible family w. 

Note also that the set p'(T,w) depends on both T and w while the set p(T) only 

depends on T. Furthermore, both p'(T, w) :p </> if, and only if, ')'(T, w) < 00 and 

p'(T,w) c 3(T,w). Finally, note that 0 f/. p'(T,w) because 0::; ')'(T,w). 

Definition 2.8 Let w be an admissible family. When p'(T, w) :p </> we can define 

the following function: 

Remark 2.11 By C01'01la1'y 2.5, \liT is a well defined function. \liT would be 

a continuous function if \lIT((n) --. \lIT(O whenenver, inside p'(T) , (n --. ( . 

Unfortunately, in general, that only happens if \lIT(~n) is a bounded subset of L(E). 

It is true, f01' instance, in the n01'med case. Bef01'e proving that, we need to recall 

the following definition. 

Here we recall Definition 1.24 (page 31): A family 1] is said to be an stable family 

of nets if {Txo}J E 1] for all T E L(E) and for all {xo}J E 1] • Any admissible 

family is stable. 

Proposition 2.2 Let w be an admissible family and let (n --. e (inside p'(T, w)) . 

Suppose that \lIT(en) is an w-bounded subset of L(E). Then: 
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Proof: Let ~n ..... ~ inside p'(T) . Set 8n = ~nI - T, 8 = eI - T = e(I - tT) . 

Thus, WT(~n) = 8;;1 and WT(e) = 8-1 . Let {xo}J E wand V E t?(t) . 

(1) Since w is an stable family, 8-1x o E w . 

Since {8;;I}N is bounded, there exists, by Theorem 1.7, 0'0 E J and r E ~+ 

such that 

8;;1(8-1xo) E rll V 0' ~ 0'0 and for all n. 

Since {~n - ON ..... 0, {(en - 07·}N ..... 0 . Thus there is an no E N such that 

len - elr ~ 1 V n ~ no. 

Since 8;;1 - 8-1 = 8;;1 0 (8n - 8) 0 8-1 = (~n - 08;;1 08-1 , we have 

all 0' ~ 0'0 and Vn ~ no. This proves tha.t WT(~n) ...!4 WT(~). 

(2) Since ~n~~ [8;;1 - 8-1] = _8;;1 08-1 ([19]), we have 

~n~~[WT(~n) -WT(e)] = -WT(en) 0 WT(O· 

Hence by both part (1) and Proposition 1.4 (Chapter 1) we have 

Corollary 2.7 Iff is in the dual space of L(E) , T E L(E) and ~n satisfy all the 

conditions stated in the proposition above, then f 0 WT satisfies 

(J 0 WT )(~) _ lim fWT(en) - fWT(e) 
n-oo en - e 

_ f( lim WT(en) - WT(e)) 
n-oo en - e 

- - f(wT(~)2) • 

Before we quote the following proposition, we need to make a remark about the 

dual space of L(E), denoted [L(E)]'. 

Remark 2.12 For any x E E and any y E E' (the family of all continuous 
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functionals on E) we can define the following functional on L(E): yx(T) = y(Tx). 

This is clearly linear in T. If for some regular family w, T>. ..!!4 0 (in L(E)), 

then T>.x -+ 0 (in E) for all x , hence y(T>.x) -+ 0 (in C) for all y. Therefore, 

yx(T>.) -+ 0 ; i.e., yx E [L(E))' . 

Theorem 2.4 Let w be an admissible family of nets and let T E L(E) be a 

bounded operator (by The01'em 1.6 p'(T,w) =f. ljJ). Then: 

2. w-limle_oo/((U - T)-l) = 0 for all functionals / E L(E)'. 

Proof: (1) Let en C C any sequence such that len I -+ 00 • Set Sn = I - e~ T . 

Let U E t?(t) be such that T(U) is a t-bounded subset of E . 

Hence, 37'0 E ~+ such that T( U) C roU . 

Let {xo}J E wand let V, WE t9(t) be such that H' + We V . 

Since {xo } N is a t-ub net there are indicies Ql, Q2 E J and real numbers 

rl , r2 E ~+ such that Xo E rl U 'V Q ~ Ql, and Xo E r2 W 'V Q ~ Q2 . 

Set r = max{ro, rl, r2} and let Qo E J be such that both Qo ~ Ql and 

Without loss of generality we may assume that r < lenl for all n. Then both 

xoErUnrW 'VQ~Qo and T(U)crU. 

By Theorem 1.6 ,(T,w):5 r and by Theorem 1.5 S;l = Lk:o -&,Tk for each n. 

Claim: {S;l} N is w-bounded in L(E) . 

Since T(U) C rU and Tk(U) C rk-lT(U) , we have Tkxo E Tk(rU) C rkT(U) ; 

i.e., -!rTkxo E T(U) C B 'V Q ~ Qo , where B is the closed, convex and balanced 

hull of T(U) (this is also a bounded set ([9], p-109)). 
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Since Lr:o([Jk = {;:'r and since limn_ oo {;:'r = 1 , there exists no E N such 

that I{;:'r - 11 =:; 1 ; that is, I Lr:l ttl =:; 1 Vn 2:: no . 

Therefore, for n 2:: no and a 2:: ao 

Since for each n {S;;lxo L is also a t-ub net, for n = 1,2, ... , no-l we can choose 

an index a3 E J and r3 E ~+ such that S;; 1 Xo E r31V Va 2:: a3 . 

Since W is in '/?(t), and B is a bounded set (B is the balanced convex and closed 

hullofT(U)), Jr4E~+ such that BCr41V. 

Set rs = max{r, r3, 1'4} and a4 E J such that a4 2:: ao, a3 . 

Thus, S;;lxo = Xo + Lk:l Tkxo E rslV + rslV C rsll Va 2:: a4 and Vn EN. 

By Theorem 1. 7 (Chapter 1) our claim is proved. 

On the other hand, {~ S;;1 = (~nI - T)-l. Thus, if {~ -. 0 then {~ S;;1 ~ 0 

because {S;;I} N is, as we just proved, w-bounded. Therefore (~nI - T)-l ~ O. 

(2) The proof of part (2) follows from part (1) and the continuity of f • 

2.3 More about , 

Theorem 2.5 Let S, T E L(E) . Then, for any admissible family w we have: 

1. ,(S 0 T,w) = ,(T 0 S,w). 

2. When SoT = To S we also have ,(S + T,w) =:; ,(S,w) + ,(T,w). 

Proof: (1) We will show that R(S 0 T,w) = R(T 0 S,w). 

If those sets are empty then ,(S 0 T,w) = 00 = ,(T 0 S,w). 



Let us assume that R( SoT, w) i: ¢>. 

Let r be any real number in R(S 0 T, w) . Then /n (S 0 T)n ..!!4- 0 . 

Let {Xa} JEw and V E t9(t) be given. 
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Since w is admissible, it is stable and so {SxaJ; E w . Let us set U = T-l(rV) . 

Then, 30'0 E J and no EN such that T~(SO T)nSxa E U Va ~ 0'0, n ~ no. 

Now Tn\l(Tos)n+l xa = ~To [T1n(SoT)nsxa] E ~T(U) C V Va ~ 0'0, n ~ no. 

This implies that TIn (T 0 s)n ..!!4- 0 and hence r E R(T, S, w) . 

Consequently R(S 0 T, w) c R(T 0 S, w) and R(T 0 S, w) i: ¢>. 

Now that we know that R(T 0 S, w) =f:. ¢> we can be prove in a similar way that 

R(T 0 S,w) c R(S 0 T,w) . 

Thus R(S, T,w) = R(T, S,w) and hence 'Y(T 0 S,w) = 'Y(S 0 T,w). 

(2) We may assume that ,(S,w) and ,(T,w) are both finite (otherwise the result 

is trivially true). 

Let rl E R(S, w) and r2 E R(T, w). Then Tlr sn ..!!4- O. Since Lr sn } N IS an 

w-bounded set in L(E), it is an equicontinuous set (Lemma 1.6). 

Let {xa}J E wand V E t9(t) be given. 

Then, U = n~1 (/n sn )-1 (V) E t9(t). Similarly, since ~ Tn ..!!4- 0 , it is also an 
1 ~ 

equicontinuous subset of L(E) and hence H' = n~1 (T~ Tn)-l(V) E t9(t). 
:2 

We may choose 0'0 E J and no E N such that T~ Tnxa E U V a ~ 0'0 and 
:2 

V n ~ no and also choose 01 E J and 711 E N such that /n Snxa E W V 0 ~ 01 
1 

and V n ~ nl. 

It follows that !"sm( ~Tnxa) E V and _I Tm(.lsnx ) E V Vm E N provided Tl T:2 Tr Tr a 

that n ~ max{no, nl} and 0 ~ 00, 0 ~ 01' 
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The sum of the coefficients in the right hand side of the last equality is: 

Therefore, if k ~ no , n - k ~ nl and a ~ ao, al . Thus an(S + T)nxo E V 

because V is a convex set. This proves that {an(S + T)n}N ..!:!4 0, hence 

(rl + r2) E R(S + T,w). Thus 

R(S,w) + R(T,w) = {rl + r2 I rl E R(S,w) , r2 E R(T,w)} C R(S + T,w) . Then 

,(S + T,w) - inf R(S + T,w):::; inf[R(S,w) + R(T,w)] 

< inf R(S,w) + inf R(T,w) = ,(S,w) + ,(T,w) • 

Corollary 2.8 Let S, T E L(E) and suppose that for some admissible family w , 

we have ,(S + T,w) = 00. Then at least one of the quantities ,(S,w) , ,(T,w) 

must be infinite. 

As a consequence of previous theorem we have the folowing result: 

Theorem 2.6 Let T E L(E) and let w be an admissible family such that ,(T,w) 

is finite. Then: 
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1. If Tis invertible with inverse T-l ,then ,(T+T-t,w) :5 ,(T,w)+,(T-t,w). 

2. For any scalars ( and e we have ,«(T + el,w) :5 1(I,(T,w) + lei. 

3. ,(I + T + T2 + ... + Tn,w) :5 L~=o,(T,w)k and if ,(T,w) =F 1 , this last 

sum is equal to l~~~~t for each n E N. 

4· 1,(T,w) -,(/,w)/ :5 ,(T - I,w). 

5. When S E L(E) is sllch that SoT = To Sand ,(S,w) < 00 then we 

have both 1,(S,w) -,(T,w)1 :5 ,(S - T,w) and 

h(S,w) -,(T,w)1 :5 ,(S + T,w) . 

Proof: We will prove only (4) and (5). 

(4) T = T - I + I and I = I - T + T. Hence ,(T) :5 ,(T - 1) + ,(/) and 

,(I) :5 ,(/ - T) + ,(T) . Recall: ,(T - I) = ,(1 - T) . 

(5) S = S - T + T, T = T - S + s, S + T = S - (-T) and ,( -T) = ,(T) • 

Even though , is not a continuous function, the next theorem gives a good 

approach to continuity. We are still working with an admissible family w of t-ub 

nets. 

Theorem 2.7 If T E L(E) is such that ,(T,w) < 1 , ,(S = (/ -T)-t,w) < 00 

and Sn = Lk=l Tk , then both ,(S - Sn) -? 0 and ,(8n - 8m ) -? 0 . 

Proof: Firstly, by Theorem 2.1 {Sn} N is w-convergent to S. Hence, by Proposi

tion 1.4 (page 31), we have both To 8n ~ To 8 and 8 n 0 T ~ 80 T . 

Since for all n we have 8n 0 T = T 0 8n , it follows that 8 0 T = T 0 8. Hence 

S 0 Sn = 8n 0 S for all n. 

Observe that S - Sn = Tn+! 08. Using first Lemma 2.4 and then Lemma 2.2 we 



have 0:5 ,(S - Sn,w) :5,(T,w)n+l,(S,w) -. 0 because ,(S,w) < 00. 

On the other hand, if n > m then Sn - Sm = Tm+l Sn-m-l. Hence 

,(Sn - Sm,w) :5,(T,w)m+l,(Sn_m_l,W) :5 ,(T,w)m+ll_"Y~T,w) -. 0 • 

Theorem 2.8 Let T E L(E) and let w be any admissible family, then: 
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1. If ,(T,w) < 1 and ,((I - T)-l,w) < 00 then ,((I - T)-l,W) :5 l-"Y(T,w). 

3. If ,(T,w) < 00 then ,((~I - T)-l) converges to 0 (in CJ when I~I -. 00. 

4. If ,(I - T,w) < 1 then ,(T-l,W):5 l-"Yd-T,w) . 

Proof: Let Sn = Lk=o Tk and S = (I - T)-J . 

(1) Since (theorem above) So Sn = Sn 0 S, we have 

,(S,w) 
n 

< ,(T,wt+1,(S,w) + I: ,(T,wt by Theorem 2.5. 
k=O 

The result follows by taking the limits on the right hand side. 

(2) The hypothesis implies that ,(iT) < 1 , hence by part (1), 

,((I - tT)-l) :5 l-"YhT) . This implies that l~h(~I - T) :5 lel~~(T) and, from here, 

our assertion follows. 

(3) Let {~n} Nee be such that I~I -. 00. Since 1'(T,w) is finite, 3 no E N 

such that ,(T,w) < I~nl 'tin 2:: no . Now the result follows from (2). 

(4) Set Tl = 1- T and apply (1) to Tl • 

Definition 2.9 Let T E L(E) and let w be any admissible family. We shall say 

that T is topologically nilpotent with respect w if ,(T,w) = o. We shall say that 
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T is topological nilpotent if w = r . By Lemma 2.1, the last statement is equivalent 

to saying that T is topologically nilpotent with respect to any admissible family. 

We proved in Theorem 2.3 that if To S = SoT then '1(S + T) :5 '1(T) + '1(S) . 

We will prove now that if T is topological nilpotent then the equality holds. 

Lemma 2.9 If T, S E L(E) commute (T 0 S = SoT) and w is an admissible 

family such that T is topological nilpotent with respect w, then 

'1(T + S,w) = '1(S,w). 

Proof: By Theorem 2.6 and because '1(T, w) = 0 we have 

'1(S,w) = 1'1(S,w) - '1(T,w)1 :5 ,(S + T,w) :5 ,(S,w) + ,(T,w) = '1(S,w) • 

Proposition 2.3 Let w be an admissible family and let T, S E L(E) be such 

that S is the inve7'se of T and 0 < ,(S,w) < 00 • If Q E L(E) is such that both 

,(T - Q,w) < ,(S)-1 and Q 0 T = To Q, then Q is invertible. 

Proof: First, let us prove that Sand Q commute: 

S 0 Q = S 0 Q 0 I = S 0 Q 0 T 0 S = SoT 0 Q 0 S = I 0 Q 0 S = Q 0 S . Thus S 

and Q commute, hence T - Q and S commute. Thus, we can apply Lemma 2.4 to 

T - Q and S. We have 

'1(1 - (Q 0 S),w) = ,((T - Q) 0 S,w) :5 ,(T - Q,w)!(S,w) < 1 . 

It follows, by Corollary 2.5, that Q 0 S is invertible. Since S is invertible, Q must 

also be invertible. 

Corollary 2.9 Let w be an admissible family and let T E L(E) be such that 

sr(T) < '1(T, w) < 00 . Then the resolvent set of T, p(T) I is an open subset of the 

complex plane C '. 
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Proof: Let eo E p(T) . 

Since ,(T,w) < 00 , by Theorem 2.5, ,(eo! - T,w) < 00. 

If leol- sr(T) = f > 0 then {e E C II~ - eol < f} C p(T). 

Let leol = sr(T) and set a = ,(eoI - T) . Note that if a = 0 , then, by Lemma 

2.9, ,(T, w) = leol = sr(T) . This contradicts the hypothesis of this corollary. 

Claim: {e E C lie - eol < ~} C p(T) . 

We have (e! - T) - (eo! - T) = (~- eo)I , hence 

,((e! - T) - (eo! - T)) = Ie - eol < ,(~oI - T)-l . 

Hence by the propoposition eI - T is invertible. Thus we have proved that, in 

both cases, eo is an interior point of p(T) • 

In a normed space ,(T):5 IITII (11.11 the norm on L(E)). Thus if Tn -+ 0 (in 

L(E)), then II Tn II -+ 0 (in~) and we can conclude that when {Tn}N w-converges 

to 0 in L(E), ,(T) -+ 0 . However, for any locally convex topological vector space 

E that result is not necessarily true as it is shown in the following example. 

Example 1. Let E[t] be the topological sum of a denumerable family of topolog

ical vector spaces En [tn] (E = L~=o En) . Let Pn : E -+ E be the projection 

on En and let w = ~ (the constant nets). It is clear that the sequence {Pn} N is 

w-convergent to 0 in L(E) . However, since P~ = Pn for all natural number k, we 

have that ,(Pn'~) = 1 for all n EN. 

2.4 The Operation * 

Vle will continue, in this section, to work with admissible families of nets. Thus, 

following our convention (Chapter 1, Remark 1.4), we shall denote our family of 
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nets by w. 

Definition 2.10 Let us define the operation * on L(E) by: 

Remark 2.13 It is easy to check that * is associative and 0 is the *-identity. 

Furtherm07'e, (I - 8) 0 (I - T) = I - (8 * T) . In the next lemma we will state 

(without p7'00f) two more basic P7'Opc1'tics of the operation * . 

Lemma 2.10 F07' any T, 8, Q E L(E) the following is true: 

1. (8 * T) 0 (I - 8) = (I - 8) 0 (T * S) f01' all T,8 E L(E) . 

2. If S*Q=O then (T-S)o(l-Q)=T*Q and (l-S)o(T-Q)=SoT • 

Definition 2.11 T E L(E) is (left) 7'ighl quasi-regular if the7'e is an S E L(E) 

such that (8 * T = 0) T * S = 0 . 8 is said to be the (left) right * inverse of T. 

If T is right and left quasi 7'egula7', then we will say that T is quasi regular and the 

* inverse 8 will be denoted by TO . T is said to be quasi singular if it is not quasi 

regular. 

We are still working with admissible families of nets, which means stable and large 

regular families of t-ub nets. 

Lemma 2.11 Let w be an admissible family and let T E L(E) be such that 

,(T, w) < 1 . Then T is quasi regular and TO = - L:~=l Tn . 

Proof: By Theorem 2.1, I - T is invertible and (I - T)-l = L:~o Tn. 

Setting S = - L:~=l Tn we see that T * S = T + 8 - To S = 0 and 

S * T = 8 + T - 8 0 T = O. Therefore S = TO • 
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Corollary 2.10 Let w be an admissible family and let T, Q E L(E) . Suppose 

that: (i) ,(T,w) < 1 ,. (ii) QaT = TaQ and (iii) ,(Q-T,w) < (l+,(TO,w))-l . 

Then Q is quasi regular. 

Proof: By the lemma above S = TO = - L~=l Tn . 

Thus, SaT = T as. 

Since QaT = T a Q , we have S 0 Q = Q as. Then, 

since S * T = 0 = T * S, Q * S = (Q - T) a (I - S) = (I - S) a (Q - T) = S * Q . 

Hence, by Lemma 3.6, we have 

,(Q * S,w) :::; ,(Q - T,wh(1- S,w) :::; h(Q -. T,w))(l + ,(S,w)) < 1 and 

,(S * Q,w) :::; ,(1- S,wh(Q - T,w) :::; (1 + ,(S,w))b(Q - T,w)) < 1 . 

Thus, by the lemma above, both Q * Sand S * Q are quasi-regular; i.e., there 

exist operators P, H E L(E) such that (Q * S) * P = 0 and H * (S * Q) = 0 . 

Now, * is an associative operation, thus our two equalities give us 

which proves that Q is both right and left quasi regular. Therefore Q is quasi regular 

and H * S = QO = S * P • 

Lemma 2.12 Let e be a non-zero scalar. Then e E cr(T) (the spectrum of T) if 

and only if iT is quasi-singular. 

Proof: =» Let us suppose that iT is not quasi-singular; i.e., let us suppose that 

iT is quasi-regular. Then 3 S E L(E) such that S * tT = 0 = tT * S . Hence 

I = 1- (S * iT) = (I - S) a (I - iT) and I = I - (iT * S) = (I - rn a (I - S) . 

It follows that eI - T is invertible and hence e ¢ cr(T) . This contradiction tells 

us that iT is quasi-singular. 
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<=) Let us suppose that e f/. u(T) ; i.e., let us suppose that I - iT is invertible. 

Set S = (iT -I)-In 0 iT. Then 

~T * S = ~T + S - tT 0 S = ~T + (I - tT)(tT _1)-1 0 tT = 0 and hence ~T 

has right *-inverse. 

Similarly, it can be shown that tT has left *-inverse. This implies that tT IS 

quasi regular. This contradiction tells us that e E u(T) • 

Corollary 2.11 If T is singular (i.e., non-invertible) then u(T) = {e E C I iT 

is quasi singular} ,union {OJ • 

We have seen that for a given T E L(E) and a given scalar e , /,(T,w) < lei, 
for some admissible family w, implies that U - T is invertible. If, on the other 

hand, lei < /,(T,w) , then eI - T is not invertible. What can we say when 

lei = /,(T,w)? In this case we will give examples where eI - T is invertible and 

others where it is not. 

Definition 2.12 Let w be an admissible family and let T E L(E). We shall say 

that T is a topological divisor of zero with respect w if there is a sequence {Tn} N 

of L(E) such that both /,(Tn,w) = 1 for all n, and the sequence {/,(ToTn,w)}N 

(hence {/,(Tn 0 T, w) } N ) is convergent to 0 . 

Proposition 2.4 Let T E L(E) , let w be an admissible family and let e E C. If 

sr(T) = lei, then S = eI - T is eithe1' an invertible operator or it is a topological 

divisor of zero with respect w. 

Proof: Let {en}N be a sequence of scalars converging to e such that lenl> lei 

for all n. Then, by definition of spectral radius (Definition 2.6), Sn = en! - T is 

an invertible operator for all n. Set an = /,(S;I,W) for each n. 
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Claim 1: If the sequence {an}N is bounded then S is invertible. We have 

Hence there is an no E N such that "In;::: no , ,(S;;l oS-I,w) < 1 . This implies 

that S;;l 0 S is invertible and hence that S is invertible. 

Claim 2: If {an} is not bounded then S is a topological divisor of zero. 

In this case there is a subsequence {ank } such that _1_ -+ 0 . 
Gnk 

Set Tk = _1_S;;k1 . Then ,(Tk, w) = 1 for all k. 
ank 

On the other hand, Tk 0 S = Tk 0 (S - Snk) + Tk 0 Snk , and so 

as k -+ 00. 

Since Tn 0 S = So Tn , our claim and hence the proposition are proved. 

Corollary 2.12 If ,(T, w) = 0 then T is a topological divisor of zero with respect 

the family w. 

Proof: Since 0 :5 sr(T) :5 ,(T,w) = 0, sr(T) = o. Then, by the previous 

proposition, T is either an invertible opera.tor or it is a topological divisor of zero. 

But if T were invertible we would have 1 = ,(T 0 T-1,W) :5 ,(T,w){(T-t,w) , 

which would imply that ,(T, w) =F 0 • 

2.5 ,from another point of view 

There is another way to look at the function , on operators T. This is what we 

are going to do next for an arbitrary but fixed operator T in L(E). Recall, r is the 

family of all t-ub net from E. 



Definition 2.13 

nT = {{Xo}J E r I given V E t?(t) 300 E J and no E N 

such that Tnxo E V Vo;::: 00 , n;::: no} 
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Remark 2.14 By definition any net in nT is a t-ub net. Even though nT de

pends on T, we will sometimes denote this by n ,. at least in cases when the operator 

in question is clear fl'om the context. 

Note that n is never an empty set because it always contains the constant net 

Lemma 2.13 Let T E L(E) ,let {XO}JI' {Zj3}J2 be any pair of nets in nT and 

let ~ E C. Then: 

2. {xo + Zj3} J1 xJ2 E nT . (J} X J 2 is the directed set of J 1 , J 2 (Definition 

1.15)). 

3. nT is a stable family of nets. 

Proof: (1) In Remark 2.12 we stated the case ~ = o. 
Let ~::/: 0 and let V E t?(t) . Set W = ~V . 

Since {XO}J1 E nT, 3 00 E J1 and no E N such that Tnxo E W 

Vo;::: 00, n ;::: no . Hence Tn(~xo) E V for those indicies. 

(2) Let U, \1 E t?(t) be such that U + U C V. 

Since {xo} Jl E nT there are indicies o} E J} and nl E N such that 

Tnxo E U V 0 ;::: 01 , n ;::: n} . 



Since {Z{3} J2 E nT there are indicies f3I E J2 and n2 E N such that 

Tn Z{3 E U 'if f3 ~ f3I , n ~ n2 . 

Consider no = max{ nI , n2} and (O't, f3d E J1 x J2 . 
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Clearly Tn( Xa + Zj3) E U + U c V 'if (0', (3) ~ (Qt, f3d, 'if n ~ no . This proves that 

{xa + Zj3}JtXJ2 E nT • 

(3) We need to show that {Txa}Jt E nT. 

Let V E 'I9(t), 0'0 E J I , no E N be such that Tnxa E V 'if 0' ~ 0'0, n ~ no. 

Then Tn(Txa) = Tn+Ixo E 1I for those indicies. This proves that {Txabt E nT 

and hence that nT is a stable family. 

Remark 2.15 Even though 0 need not be a regular family of nets, the lemma says 

that it always satisfies conditions ii) and iii) for regular families. 

Here there are two examples: 

1. If T is the zero operator in L(E), then 0 0 = r (r contains the constant 

nets; in fact, in this case 0 0 is an admissible family). 

2. If T is the identity map on E, then 01 = Zt = { all t-null nets}. Note that 

Zt does not contain the constant nets, hence OJ is not a regular family. 

Remark 2.16 It is clear that for any operator T, ,(T, nT ) :$ 1 . 

We must point out here that the meaning of this function , is the same as defined 

at the begining of this chapter. 

Some additional properties about OT will be stated in the following lemmas. 

Lemma 2.14 For any T E L(E) the following is true: 
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1. "Y(O,!h) =0. 

Proof: The proofs of those three assertions are exactly the same as those given in 

proving Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. Even though, in proving those lemmas, we assumed we 

had an admissible family, all we needed in their proofs was that the family consisted 

of t-ub nets. 

Lemma 2.15 For any ~, ~' E C, both non-zel'O, and any T E L(E) the following 

is true: 

Proof: (1) First, by the lemma above ,(~T,neT) = 1~I1(T,neT) , secondly, from 

the definition of the set n we have ,(~T, neT) :5 1 . Our result follows from these 

two facts. 

(2) Let It I :5 1 and let {x Q }; E neT. Now, given any V E t9(t) there are 

indicies ao E J, no E N such that (~T)nxQ E V Va ~ ao, n ~ no. Hence 

(~/T)nxQ = (f )n(~T)nxQ E V Va ~ ao, n ~ no because V is a balanced set and 

I (f )n I :5 1 . This proves that { x Q }; E nelT • 

Remark 2.17 According to Lemma 2.13 nT needs to meet two more conditions 

in order to be an admissible family. Namely: (i) ~ = { constant nets} C nT and 

(ii) Zt = { null nets} C nT . In fact, if nT satisfies only (i), then it becomes a 

regular family. 
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Lemma 2.16 If fh is an admissible family, then for any scalar e such that 

lei> 1, eI - T is an invertible operator and (eI - T)-l = E~=o e!+i Tn. 

Proof: ,(tT,S1T) = ih,(T,S1T) =5 m < 1 . Hence, taking w =!h , we may apply 

Theorem 2.1 to obtain our result. 

Lemma 2.17 Let eo E C be such that S1 t T is an admissible family. Then for any ro 
scalar e such that lei ~ leol , eI -T is invertible and (eI _T)-l = E~=o e!+i Tn. 

Proof: Set Tt = eto T. Then S1Tt is an admissible familiy. 

Therefore, by the lemma above 61 - Tl is invertible for all 6 E C such that 

161> 1 . 

Thus, if lei> leol then 16 = fo-I > 1 and hence fo-I -Tl = /0 (eI -T) is invertible. 

But then eI - T is invertible. 

Proposition 2.5 If T is a bounded opemto7' then there is an ro E R such that 

r = S1 1T whenever the scalar e is such that lei> ro. 
( 

Proof: Let U E 19(t) be such that T(U) is a bounded set. Set 

ro = inf{r > 0 I T(U) C rU} 

In Theorem 2.2 we proved that ,(T, r) $ ro . Thus, if lei> ro then by Proposition 

2.1 e E 3(T, r) j i.e., e~ Tn £.0 . It follows that r c S1 tT . 

Since by definition S1 1T C r , we are done • 
( 

Theorem 2.9 Let T E L(E) be such that Tnx -40 for all x in E, and that 

Zt C S1T . Then: 

1. S1T is an admissible family. 
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2. eI - T is invertible V lei> 1 . 

Proof: (1) Since Tnx --t 0 , for all x in E , any constant net is in fh. Hence, 

by Lemma 3.13, it is a stable regular family. Since Zt C nT , it is a large regular 

family (Definition 1.20). Hence, by Definition 1.24, it is an admissible family. 

Statements (2) and (3) follow from Lemma 2.15 • 

Corollary 2.13 nT is an stable regular family if and only if Tn x -40 for all 

x E E. 

Proof: By Lemma 2.12, nT is always a stable family and it always satisfies the 

conditions (ii) - (iv) of regular families. However, nT is a regular family if and 

only if Tn x -40 "Ix E E • 

Remark 2.18 Every contmction map on a normed space satisfies the hypothesis of 

the corollary above. 

Corollary 2.14 Suppose that, for some fixed, complex number eo , we have 

e~ Tn x -40 for all x in E. Then f07' any complex number e such that lei:::; leal, 
the family nIT is both stable and regular. 

( 

Proof: By the corollary above n.l. T is a stable regular family. If lei ~ leal then 
(0 

by Lemma 2.14 n.l. T c nIT and hence nIT also contains the constant nets. 
(0 ( ( 

Corollary 2.15 If ,),(T,nT) < lei and {enX}N E nT for all x E E , then nT 

is an stable 7'egular family. 
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Proof: Let V E t?(t) and x E E. Since ')'(T, nT ) < lei and {enX}N E nT , 

there is no E N such that Tnx = /nTn(enx) E V for all n 2: no. Therefore, 

Tnx ~ 0 for all x in E . Our result now follows from Corollary 2.13 • 

Corollary 2.16 If every t-zero-convergent SEQUENCE is in nT and 

')'(T, nT ) < 1 , then nT is a large regular family. 

Proof: Let r be such that ')'(T, nT ) < r < 1 . 

Since {rnx}N ~ 0, we have {rnx}N E nT for all x in E. 

Thus, our result follows from the previous corollary. 

We can say more a.bout n based on the behavior of the sequences {Tnx} N . 

Theorem 2.10 Let T E L(E) and suppose that, for every x in E, {Tnx} N is a 

bounded set. Suppose fU7,the1' that nT contains the null nets (Zt C nT ). Then 

for any scalar e such that lei> 1 : 

1. n1T is an admissible family of nets. 
( 

2. eI - T is invertible. 

Proof: Choose and fix eo E C be such that leo I > 1 and let 6 = v'[o" . 

Then both 161 > 1 and ei =eo . 
(1) By Lemma 2.15 nT c n..!..T ,hence Zt C n..!..T' Thus, according to Lemma 

(0 (0 

2.13, all we need to show is that any constant net is in n..!..T' 
(0 

Since {Tnx} is bounded and e~ ~ 0, e~ Tn x ~ 0 for all x E E . Our result 

now follows from Theorem 2.9. 

(2) and (3). Set TI = ell T . The same arguments given in part (1) show that nTI IS 
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an admissible family of nets. Thus, by Theorem 2.9, eI -T, is an invertible operator 

for any scalar e such that lei> 1 and (eI - Tt}-l = E~=o en\j TIn E L(E). 

In particular for e = 6 , the operator 61 - T is invertible. 

Since 61 - TI = II (elI - T) = II (eoI - T) , it follows that eoI - T is invertible 

and that 

- (eU - Ttl = [6(elI - .!..T)]-l 
el 

1 ( I T )-1 1 ~ 1 (1 T)n) - C 6 - 1 = C ~ tn+1 C 
1:.1 1:.1 n=O 1:.1 1:.1 

1 00 1 00 1 
- c L t2n+1Tn = L tn+1Tn • 

1:.1 n=O 1:.1 n=O 1:.0 

Corollary 2.17 Let T E L(E) and let eo E C be such that both Zt C f!..LT and, 
(0 

for all x E E, the sequence {e~' Tn X } N is a bounded subset of E. Then for any 

scalar e such that lei> leol, we have: 

1. f!lT is an admissible family of nets. 
( 

2. The operator eI - T is invertible. 

Proof: Set To = e~ T . Then f!To satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem above. By 

Lemma 2.15 f!..LT C f!lT for lei> leol ,hence f!!T also satisfies the hypothesis 
(0 ( ( 

of the theorem • 

Remark 2.19 If eoI - T is not invertible, then, for all e E C such that 

lei < leol, f!lT is not a regular family. In particular, if eI -T is never invertible, 
( 

then f!lT is never a regular family. This means that there exists some x in E such 
( 

that {In Tnx } is not a bounded subset of E. Thus, for every regular family w, 
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'Y(T, w) = 00 . In particular, for the regular family of the constant nets ~ the last 

equality holds. However, for normed spaces that last equality never occurs because 

for any T 'Y(T, 11.11) $ IITII < 00 • 

If, on the other hand, 'Y(T,~) = 00 (~ is the regular family of all constant 

nets), then for all e '# 0 nT is not a regular family. Hence, if for some e, 

eI - T is invertible, then (eI - T)-l is never representable as an w-convergent 

power series in T for any regular family w. 

Example 2. Let T = tI. Then I - T is a.n invertible operator for any 

e -:j; 0, 1 . However, Tn x --. 0 if and only if lei> 1 . Hence neT is a regular 

family if and only if lei < 1 . On the other hand, if lei = 1, Tn x = enx is a 

bounded subset of E for all x, therefore e'1 - T = (e' - 01 is invertible for all 

Thus, we need to put an extra condition on the sequence {Tn} N in order to 

achieve a good approximation to continuity, that is exactly what we will do in the 

next result. 

Theorem 2.11 Let {Tn}N C L(E) and let w be an admissible family. Then, 

there is a zero-convergent subsequence of {'Y(Tn, w) } N if and only if given r > 0 , 

there exists nr E N such that w C nl~ . 
r nr 

Proof: ::}) Let 'Y(Tnk,w) --. 0 and let r be a positive number. Then 3 nko such 

that 'Y(Tnk,w) < r \Ink ~ nko' Hence w C n~Tnk \Ink ~ nko' 

<=) For every rk = t there exists nk such that w C n kTnk . 

Hence, 'Y(Tnk,w) $ 'Y(Tnk , nkTn/,) $ t a.nd therefore 'Y(Tnk,w) --. 0 • 
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Corollary 2.18 Let {Tn}N C L(E) . If given rk = t there exists Tnk E {Tn}N 

such that {!"T:'kX} -40 for all x in E, then ,(Tnk'~) -+ 0 . 
r meN 

Proof: Under the conditions of this corollary we can say that given r > 0 3 Tnk 

such that the regular family w = ~ C n~Tnk . Thus our result follows from the 

theorem. 

Remark 2.20 Note that if Eft} is a normed space and Tn ...!!4 0 , then {Tn} N 

satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 2.11. In fact, in this case, as we proved before, 

,(Tn' 11·11) -+ 0 . Besides, ,(T, 11.11) < 00 because any T E L(E) has finite norm. 

For the general locally convex case we have the following result. 

Proposition 2.6 Let w be a regula1' family and T E L(E) . Then ,(T,w) < 00 

if and only if 3 ~ :F 0 in C such that we n 1T . 
( 

Proof: =» For any ~ E C such that ,(T) < I~I , w c niT. 

¢:) we neT => ,(T,w) $,(T,neT ) $ I~I < 00 • 

Corollary 2.19 ,(T, w) = 00 if and only if for all scalars ~::p 0, w rt. neT • 

Corollary 2.20 Let T E L(E) be such that ,(T,w) = 00 and let e E C be such 

that eI - T is invertible in L(E). Then (eI - T)-l is not the w-limit of the 

sequence {Ek=Q ek~1 Tk} N ; in fact, this sequence is not· w-convergent in L(E) • 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE Lf(E, F) SPACE 

In this chapter the emphasis is on the study of the space of continuous linear op

erators, Lf(E, F), between two locally convex, topological vector spaces E and F. 

Completeness of these spaces is not assumed in this chapter. Althought L(E, F) 

is the same space we have been working on from the begining of this thesis, here we 

consider its algebraic structure. 

In Chapter 1 we put a. topology on L(E,F) based on a fixed family TJ of nets 

from E and we called it the (17, 1l )- topology. In this chapter we will fix a regular 

family w of t-ub nets and, just for simplicity, we will denote the (w, u)-topology 

with the greek letter T. 

On the other hand, we will consider the topological dual of E, E', which is the 

space L~·I(E,C) of all linear and continuous maps from E to the complex field C 

with the standard Euclidean norm 1.1. In here we will denote by T' the topology 

on E' of the (w,I.I)-convergence. In this particular case, we can observe that when 

w is the family of the constant nets, then T is exactly the weak* topology on 

E'; i.e., the topology of the uniform convergence on the finite subsets of E . On 

the other hand, when w is the family of the bounded nets, then T is exactly the 

strong topology on E', {3(E', E); i.e., the topology of the uniform convergence 
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on the bounded subsets of E . Hence, when w contains more t-ub nets than the 

bounded ones, r' is stronger than 13(E', E) (Lemma 1.5). 

This chapter is divided in 3 sections. In section one, roughly speaking, we prove 

that the spaces E' and F can be regarded as r-closed vector subspaces of L(E,F) 

(Theorems 3.1 and 3.3). Then, we prove that they have topological suplements in 

there (Theorems 3.2 and 3.4) for the toplogy r. Those four theorems are preceded 

by a few necessary technical results. 

In section two, as we said before, we regard E' as the space L(E,C) and r' as 

the (w, u)-topology. The main results in this section are Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 

3.6, where in we characterize the dual space of E'[r'] in terms of the limit points 

(for the weak* -topology) in E'* (the algebraic dual of E') of the nets in w. 

Our main result in Section 3 is stated in Theorem 3.7. There we prove that if 

E[t] is a metric space and F[u] is a DF-space then the linear subspace of the bounded 

operators in L(E,F) is sequentially closed for the topology r. In this section, the 

family of nets is not only a regular family but a large regular family. Since any 

Banach space is both metric and DF-space, Theorem 3.7 is a generalization from 

Banach operator theory ([19], p-278). 

3.1 (L(E, F))' 

Choose and fix both y E F and fEE'. Then we can define a function y(f) from 

E into F by: y(f)(x) = f(x)y. Observe that since f(x) E C , the right hand side of 

the equality is just the multiplication of an scalar and the element y. 

It is clear that y(f) is a well defined linear map. ''''Ie will prove some properties 

of the function y(f). 



Proposition 3.1 y(f) is a continuous function from Eft} into Ffu} . 

Proof: Let V E t9(u) and let r E m+ be such that ry E V . 

Since fEE', U = f-l(Dr) E t9(t) ,where Dr = {~ E c II~I::; r} . 

We will show that U C y(f)-l(V) . Let x E U , then 

y(f)(x) = f(x)y = f~x)ry E V because V is a balanced set and I fSr
) I ::; 1 • 
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For any fixed y E F we can also define a function y from E' into Lf(E, F) 

by setting y(f) = y(f) . It is clear that y is a linear map. 

However, more is true about if. In ([12]) a weaker version of the following propo

sition is proved. The difference is in the topologies; that is, in there the topologies 

on E' and L(E,F) are given by families of bounded subsets of E while our version 

uses families of t-ub nets from E. In this way we get a wider class of topologies for 

the spaces E' and L(E,F). 

Proposition 3.2 Y is a continuous function f1'Om E'[r'] into Lf(E, F)[r] . 

Proof: Let {f,d Li be a net in E' r'-convergent to O. 

We will show that the net {Y(h)} Li is r-convergent to 0 in Lf(E, F). 

Let {x a }; E w, V E t9(u) be given and choose r E m+ such that ry E V. 

Then, since h ...!4 0, 3 Ao E L\ and ao E J such that Ihxal::; r 'r/ A ~ Ao and 

'r/ a ;::: ao. Thus Y(h)xa = h(xa)y E V for all A;::: Ao and a;::: ao because V 

is a balanced set • 

Remark 3.1 Y is also an injective function and hence it is an algebraic monomor

phism (algebraic means as a complex vectol' spaces). 

Set H = y(E') . 

Then H is a linem' subspace of Lt( E, F) algebraically isomorphic to E'. 
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For any operator T E Dt(E, F) and any fixed 9 E F' , goT E E'. Hence we can 

define a function 9 from Lr(E, F) into E' by setting g(T) = goT and this is 

clearly a linear map. 

Our next result is also a modified version of the one in ([12], p-134). Since we use 

families of t-ub nets rather than families of bounded sets, we get a more general 

version than the one in that book. 

Proposition 3.3 fJ is a. continuolls map from LY(E.F)[r] into E'[r'] . 

Proof: Let {T.d A be a net in Lf(E, F) that is r-convergent to O. 

We will show that {fJ(T.\)}A is r'-convergent to 0 in E'. Let {xo}J E wand 

e > O. Since V = g-l(D,) E t?(u) , there exist AO E ~ and 00 E J such that 

T.\xo E V for all A ~ AO, a ~ 00. Hence Ig(T.\xo) I :5 e for those A and a • 

For the fixed y in F let us take g in F' = L~I(F, C) such that g(y) = 1 (this g 

exists because of the Hahn-Banach theorem). 

Lemma 3.1 goy is the identity map on E' . 

Proof: Let fEE' and l~ E E. Then, 

g(y(J))(x) = g(J(x)y) = f(x)g(y) = f(x) , hence (g 0 y)(J) = f • 

This lemma tells us that y is injective and fJ is surjective (onto). Our next goal 

is to prove that y is a topological monomorphism, or, equivalently, that E'[r'] is not 

just algebraically but topologically isomorphic to H[rIH] ; i.e., they are isomorphic 

as a topological vector spaces. 

We recall that r is the (w, u)-topology on L(E,F). 

Theorem 3.1 H is a r-closed subspace of Lr(E, F) . 



Proof: Let {T.\}~ C H be a net that is T-convergent to T. 

Since T.\ E H = y(E') , there is an element f.\ E E' such that y(h) = T.\. 

On the other hand, since 9 is continuous, g(T.\) ..:4 g(T) (in E'). 

Since g(T.\) = (g 0 Y)(I.\) = f.\, h ..:4 g(T) . 
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Since y is also a continuous map, y(h) ~ y(g(T)) . But, since both y(h) = T.\ 

and the T-limits in Lr(E, F) are unique, y(g(T)) = T . 

This implies that T E H • 

Corollary 3.1 Y is a topological monomorphism; z.e., E'[T'] can be regarded as 

a topological vector subspace of Lr(E, F) . 

Set G = ker 9 = {r E L(E, F) I goT = o} , here g is the element of F' (chosen 

above) such that g(y) = 1. Note that, by Proposition 3.3, G is a closed set in 

L(E, F)[T]. 

Another easy consequence of Theorem 3.1 is: 

Theorem 3.2 Lr(E, F)[T] is the algebmic and topological direct sum of Hand G 

(Lr(E, F) = H EB G) • 

Corollary 3.2 (Lr(E, F))' ~ H' EB G' • 

Remark 3.2 If E = F and t = u , then G is a right ideal of the ring Lr(E, F), 

furthermore, G = annL(g) (the annhilator of g in L). 

Let us now fix fEE'. Thus we can define a continuous and linear map j from 

F[u] into Lr(E, F)[T] by setting (j(y))x = f(x)y . In fact, j turns out to be an 

injective map. 

For this f let x in E be such that f(x) = 1. For this fixed x let us define a continuous 
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and linear map x from Lf(E, F)[r] into F[u] which turns out to be a surjective 

and x 0 j = IF (the identity map on F). The proofs of all those assertions are 

similar to those we have already given for y and 9 and so we will omit them. 

Set J( = j(F). Then K and F are algebraically isomorphic (as a complex 

vector spaces). 

Theorem 3.3 [{ is r-closed in Lf(E, F) . 

Proof: Let {T,d t:.. C J{ be such that r-converges to T in Lf(E, F) . 

Then, 3 {y,\} t:.. C F such that j(y,\) = T,\ . 

Since x is a continuous map, x(T,\) -+ x(T) (in F[u)). 

Since x(T,d = (x 0 j)(y,\) = IF(y,\) = y,\ , we have y,\ -+ x(T) in F[u]. 

Now, since j is continuous, T,\ = j(y,\) ...!.~ j(x(T)). Thus, by the uniqueness of 

the limit, we have that T = j(x(T)) and hence T E j(F) = J( • 

Corollary 3.3 x is an algebmic and topological monomorphism; i.e., F{u} and 

K[rl/d a1'e isom01'phic as a topological vect01' spaces. 

Theorem 3.4 If A1 = kernel of x (i.e., A1 = {T I Tx = o} = annL(x)) then 

Lf(E, F)[r] is the topological and algebraic direct sum of]( and M ; that is, 

Lf(E, F) = J{ EB A1 • 

Remark 3.3 If E = F and t = u , then E is a left Lf(E, F)-module. If E has not 

non-trivial invariant left L-submodules, then, E is L-irreducible and J( is a regular 

maximal left ideal of L ({10},p-83j. 

Corollary 3.4 (Lf(E, F))' ~ J{' EB A1' • 
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Corollary 3.5 E'[r'] EEl C[r] ~ F[u] EElM[r] and (E'[r'])' EEl HJ. ~ F'[,B] EEl](J. • 

Corollary 3.6 If Lf(E, F) is r-complete, then F{u} is complete. (Recall, the 

converse of this statement was proved in Theorem 1..4, Chapter 1) • 

3.2 More about L(E,C) 

In this section we will prove some results about E' when it is furnished with the 

topology r'. We recall that r' sta.nds for the (w, I. I)-topology on E' = L~·I(E, C) 

and w is a fixed regular family of t-ub nets. 

Definition 3.1 Given any set SeE, So = {y E E' Ily(x)l ~ 1 't/ XES}. 

So is said to be the pola7' set of S in E'. On the other hand, if SeE' , then 

So = {x E E Ily(x)1 ~ 1 't/y E S}. In this case, So is the polar set of Sin E. 

Also in this case (8 c E') there exists the polm' set (S·) of S in E" defined to be 

{z E E" Ilz(y)1 ~ 1 't/y E S} . Of COU7'se, So C S· always. 

Proposition 3.4 Let w be a regula7' family such that any net in w is at-Cauchy 

net. Then the topology induced by r' on any balanced and equicontinuous set A of 

E' agrees with the topology induced on A by the weak" -topology. 

Proof: Since w is a regular family, by Remark 1.4, we have weak· ~ r' . 

Let A be a balanced and equicontinuous subset of E' and let {y,d~ be a net from 

A weak" -convergent to O. 

We will show that {yA}~ is also r'-convergent to O. 

Let f > 0 and let {xQ}J E w be given. 

Since A is an equicontinuous set, there exists V E 19(t) such that A C VO ([9], 
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p-200). 

Set W = ~ V . Since any net in w is a Cauchy net, there is an index aD E J such 

that Xo - XOI E W for all a, at ~ 0'0 . Hence, Iy>.(xo - xoI)1 :5 ~ Va, a' ~ aD 

and for all A E Do . 

On the other hand, since {Y>.} a IS weak· -convergent to 0, there is a AD E Do such 

that Iy>.xoo 1 :5 ~ V A ~ AD . 

Hence, Iy>.xol = Iy>.(xo - xoo ) + y,\xool :5 Iy'\(xo - xoo)1 + Iy>.xool :5 ~ + ~ = € 

V A ~ AD and Va ~ aD. This means exactly that {y,\}a is r'-convergent to 0 • 

Corollary 3.7 If w c {t - Cauchy nets} and if A1 is a r' -closed linear subspace 

of E', then, for any balanced, equiconiin uous and weak· -closed subset A of E', 

A n!l1 is weaJ.~* -closed • 

Corollary 3.8 If in addition to the hypothesis in Corollary 4.7, E[t] is a PtiLk 

space ([9 J, p-297), then A1 is weak* -closed. 

Definition 3.2 A linear subspace A1 of E' is said to be (weak·, (3)-closed if an¥ 

element y E E', which is the weak·-limit of a f3-ub net in M, is in M. 

We will prove that when w contains the bounded nets then the strong topology 

f3(E', E) is coarser (weaker) than r'. Note, we do not assume that w consists of 

Cauchy nets. 

Lemma 3.2 If w contains the bounded nets from E and if the net {y>.} a zs r'

convergent to y E E' then {y>.}a is f3(E', e)-convergent to y. 

Proof: We may assume without loss of generality that y = 0 . 

Let us suppose that the net {y>.} aCE' convergent to 0 for the topology r' IS 
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not ,B-convergent. 

Then there is a bounded set B in E and a cofinal subset /).., C /).. such that 

y>. ¢ BO for all A E /)..'; i.e., for each A E /)..' there is an element x>. E B such 

that ly>.x>.1 > 1. Thus, since {x>.}a' is a bounded net, it is in w. 

But since {y>.}a' is T'-convergent to 0, there is a Ao E /).., such that ly>.x>.,I:5 1 

for all A, A' ~ Ao . This is a contradiction. It follows that there is an index Al E /).. 

such that Y>. E EO for all A ~ Al ; i.e., {y,d a is a ,B-convergent net. 

Lemma 3.3 If 1\1 is a (weal.~*, ,B)-closed lineal' subspace of E' and if any bounded 

net is in w then A1 is also T' -closed. 

Proof: Since the constant nets are in w, the weak*-topology is coarser than T', 

therefore any T'-convergent net is weal.~*-convergent. By the previous lemma, it is 

also a ,B(E', E)-ub net. 

Definition 3.3 We will considel' the topological dual space of E'[r'] ; that is, the 

family of all lin em' and continuous fundionals (codomain C) defined on E'[T']. 

(E'[T'D' will be de7loted by E". 

Remark 3.4 Since T' depends on our regular family w, all we can say about 

comparing topologies is that the weak· :5 T'. Hence E:5 E" because the dual 

of E' with the weak· -topology is E. If, on the other hand, w also contains the 

bounded nets of E, then ,B:5 T' (Lemma 3.2), hence the bidual of E, E", which 

is the topological dual space of E'[.B] , is contained in E" . Recall, any topological 

dual of E' is contained in its algebraic dual E'* (the family of all linear, complex 

valued functions on E'). 
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On E'* there is a Hausdorff, locally convex topology given by the polars (in E''') 

of the finite subsets of E', which is called the weak topology. The topology induced 

on E by the weak topology is also called the weak topology, in fact, it is the topology 

given by the polars (on E) of the finite subsets of E' . This weak topology on E turns 

out to be the coarsest Hausdorff, locally convex topology on E that gives the same 

topological dual space E' . In other words, any functional on E (complex valued, 

linear and continuous function on E) that is t-continuous, is also weak-continuous. 

For more details about this topology we refer the reader to ([9]). 

Recall, ZT' = {r'-zero-convergent nets in E'}. 
This is not a regular family of nets because the constant nets are not in there, 

however, we can think about the (ZT" I. I)-topology in E'''. More explicitly, a net 

{zo}J C E'" is ZT,-convergent to z E E'" if given f > 0 and {y.x}~ E ZT' ,there 

are indicies 0'0 E J and ~o E ~ , such that I(zo - z)y.xl ::; f Va ~ 0'0, ~ ~ ~o. 

Lemma 3.4 If z E E'· is the weak-limit of a net {xob E w , then z is also the 

(ZT" I.I)-limit of that net. 

Proof: Let z be the weak-limit of {xo}J E wand let {y.x}~ E ZT' and f> 0 be 

given. 

Then, there are indicies ~o E ~, 0'0 E J such that Iy.xxol::; ~ V ~ ~ ~o, a ~ 0'0 • 

Since z is the weak-limit of {xob, y.xXo -t y.xz (in C) for each ~ E ~ , hence 

Izy.xl ::; ~ V ~ ~ ~o . Thus, /{z - xo)y.,1 ::; f for all ~ ~ AO, a ~ 0'0 • 

Theorem 3.5 If z E E'" is the weak-limit (hence the (ZT" I. I)-limit) of some net 

in w, then z E E" . 

Proof: Let {xo } JEw be weak-convergent to z in E'''. 

Let {y.x} ~ C E' be r'-convergent to 0; i.e., {y.x} ~ E ZT' . 
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We will show that zy>. -. 0 (in C). 

Let f > O. Since {xob E w and {y>.}~ E ZT" 3 Ao E!:J. and ao E J such 

that ly>.xol:5 ~ for all A 2:: AO, a 2:: ao. 

Since z is the (r', I. I)-limit of {xob (Lemma 4.4), there are indicies Al E!:J. and 

al E J such that Iy>.(z - xo)1 :5 ~ for all A 2:: Al , a 2:: al . 

Using triangle inequality we have 

IzY>.I:5 Iy>.(z - xo2 )1 + ly.\x02 1 :5 ~ + ~ = f V A 2:: A2 , 

where A2 E!:J. is bigger than both Ao and Al and a2 E J is bigger than both 

ao and a1. 

Hence, z is r'-continuous on E'; i.e., z E E" • 

Definition 3.4 E = {z E E'* I 3 {xo} JEw that converges to z for the weak 

topology} . 

In other words, E is the subset of E'· containing exactly the points that are 

weak-limits of nets in w. 

Observe that by Theorem 3.5 E c E" . Furthermore, if w contains all bounded 

nets then E":5 E ([11], p-298). 

Definition 3.5 For any family w we set 

w is said to be a r' -maximal family of nets if w = w . 

It is clear from the definition that w C w. 

Lemma 3.5 The sum of two nets in w belongs to w, and the scalar multiple of 

any net in w is again in w. 
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Proof: Let {Xa}J, {X~'}J' E w and {y,d~ E z,r" 

Then, given f > 0 , there are indicies 0'0 E J, a~ E J' and AI, A2 E A such 

that both Iy,\xal =:; ~ Va ~ 0'0, A ~ Al and ly,\xa,1 =:; ~ Va' ~ a~, A ~ A2 . 

Choose Ao E A such that both Ao ~ Al and Ao ~ A2 • 

Then Iy,\(xa + x~,)1 =:; Iy,\xal + ly'\x~,1 =:; f V(a,a') ~ (ao,a~), A ~ Ao ; i.e., the 

net {y>.(xa + x~,)}~xJXJ' is convergent to 0 and hence {xa + x~'}JxJ' E w . 

Given an scalar ~ =I- 0 we can find indicies 0'1 E J and A3 E A such that 

Iy,\xal =:; m V 0' ~ 0'1, A ~ A3. Hence ly>.(~xo)1 =:; f for those indiciesj I.e., 

{~xo}J E W • 

Lemma 3.6 If w = w then E is a linear subspace of E'·. Furthermore, since 

w is a regular family, E =:; E . 

Proof: Let {xa}J1 , {X~JJ2 E w be weak convergent (hence (ZT" I. I)-convergent) 

to z and z' respectively. Then by Lemma 3.5 the sum of those nets is in wand by 

Lemma 1.3 that sum is weak convergent (hence (ZT" I. I)-convergent) to Z + z' . It 

follows that Z + z' E E . 

By property (ii) on regular families (Definition 1.12), for any sadar e, the net 

{~xa};1 E w . By Lemma 1.3 this net is weak convergent (hence (ZT" I. I)-convergent) 

to ~z ; i.e., ~z E 13 . 

E C E follows from the fact that the constant nets are in w ; i.e., for any x in E, 

{xa = x}; E wand it is (ZT" I. I)-convergent to x • 

Theorem 3.6 w C r(E}; i.e., any net in w is a t-ub net. 

Proof: Let us suppose that there is a net {zo} JEw such that {za} J ¢ r . 

Then, there exists V E 19(t) such that for any kEN there is a cofinal subset Jk of J 
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such that Za ¢ kV for all a E Jk j i.e., for each k there is an element Yak E (kV)O 

such that IYakZal > 1 . Note that J1 :> J2 :> J3 :> ... and V C 2V c ... hence 

VO :> (2V)O ::> •••• 

Let us consider the directed product of J1 and Nj i.e., IT = J1 X N coordinatewise 

ordered (see Definition 1.15). 

Set IT' = Uk:l Jk X N . It is clear that IT' is a cofinal subset of IT . 

Claim: {Yak}n' is r'-covergent to 0 in E' . 

Let {xs};) E wand f > 0 . Since {~xs} J) is a t-ub net, there is a ko E N such 

that ~xs E ko V , for all 6 ~ 60 • Also note that Yak E (kV)O C (ko V)O for all 

k ~ ko and for all a E Jk C Jko' Then IYokXsl =5 f for all (a, k) ~ (0'0, ko) 

and for all 6 ~ 60 • This proves our claim. 

Therefore, given f = 1 ,since {Za} J E w, 3 (0'1, k1 ) E IT' such that IYakZa, 1 =5 1 

V (a, k) ~ (O't, kd and V 0" ~ 0'1 • We have reached a contradiction 

because 1 < IYo)k)ZOII =5 1 . Thus {zo}; E r j i.e., we r(E) • 

Our next proposition tells us that there is, at least, another maximal family 

besides r. 

Proposition 3.5 If w = { all eventually bounded nets in E} , then w = W; z.e., 

the family of the eventually bounded nets 11'om E is r' -maximal. 

Proof: Let us suppose that there exists {xo} J E w that is not in w. Thus, for 

any A E B = { all bounded, balanced, convex and closed subsets of E }, there is 

a cofinal subset JA C J such that Xa ¢ A = AOO for all a E JA . 

Hence, for each a E JA there is an element YaA E AO such that IYaAXal > 1. 

If IT is the directed product of J and B ,then IT' = UB J A X {A} is a cofinal 

subset of IT . 
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Claim: {YaA}n' E ZT' . 

Let {zwhv E wand f > 0 . Since {zw}w is an eventually bounded net, there is 

a set Ao E Band Wo E W such that Zw E Ao V w ;::: Wo . 

Set Al = ~Ao . Thus Al E B. Choose any aI E JAI and fix it. 

Then, if (a,A);::: (a}, At} we have At C A and hence AO CAl' 

Since YaA E AO, YaA E Al , we have /YaAZw/:5 f for all (a, A) ;::: (at, At) and 

for all w;::: Wo . This proves our claim. 

Since {xa} JEw, given f = 1 there is an a2 E J and (a2' A2) E II' such that 

/YaAxa/:51 Va;::: a2 and V(a,A);::: (a2,A2)' 

In particular, 1 < /Ya2A2Xa2/ :5 1 . This contradiction tells us that our initial as

sumption ({xa} not bounded) is false. Therefore we wand hence w = w • 

3.3 The (weak*, .B)-nets in E' 

In this section we will obtain results that are analogous to those found in Section 1, 

but now, we are going to start with a family of nets in E' rather than in E. More 

precisely: 

Definition 3.6 (} will denote the family of all (weak", .B)-nets in E'; that is, the 

family of all nets in E' that are both weak" -Cauchy and' .B(E', E)-ub. 

Recall, weak" denotes the weakest locally convex topology on E' such that any 

element x E E is a continuous functional on E', and .B is the locally convex topol

ogy on E' of the uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E . Furthermore, 

(E'[weak*])' = E and (E'[.B(E', Em' = E" (the bidual of E). 
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We will prove in Proposition 3.7 that any .B(E', E)-bounded net from E' has a 

weak--Cauchy subnet. Hence, since any .B(E', E)-bounded net is .B(E', E)-ub, any 

.B(E', E)-bounded net will have a subnet that is in u. 

We can put on E" the topology T" of the convergence over nets in U j I.e., T" 

plays the same roll on E" for U as T' does on E' for w . Thus, E'" = (E"[T"D' 

(Definition 3.3). 

Proposition 3.6 U = { all (weak", .B)-nets in E'} is a regular family of .B-ub 

nets. 

Proof: (i) : Any constant net is trivially both weak"-Cauchyand .B-ub net because 

any neighborhood of zero is an absorbing set. Conditions (ii) and (iii) on regular 

families are also trivially met by U because any multiple and any subnet of either 

Cauchy or ub net is again Cauchy or ub net. Finally, since any translate of a Cauchy 

net is a Cauchy net and any translate of an ultimately net is again an ultimately 

net, condition (iv) is also met for the family U • 

Proposition 3.7 Any eventually .B(E', E)-bounded net has a weak"-Cauchy sub

net. Furtherm07'e, that subTlet is in U. 

Proof: Let {Y.x}A be an eventually .B(E', E)-bounded net. Thus there is a 

.B(E', E)-bounded set BeE' and an index Ao E .6. such that Y.x E B for 

all A ~ AO' 

Let V E tJ(.B) be given. Since B is a bounded set, there is a natural number k such 

that B C kV and hence Y.x E kV for all A ~ Ao . This proves that {y~}A is a 

.B(E', E)-ub net. 

On the other hand, since the weak .. -topology is weaker than the .B(E', E)-topology, 
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any ,B(E', E)-bounded set is also weak*-bounded. Since any weak*-bounded set 

is weak*-precompact ([9], p-227), the tail {y'\h~'\o has a weak*-Cauchy subnetj 

i.e., there is a cofinal subset J' c {'\ ;::: ,\o} such that the net {y,\}JI is weak*

Cauchy. Since J' is also a cofinal subset of ~ , that net is also a subnet of {y,\} ~ . 

Since any subnet of a ,B(E', E)-ub net is a ,B(E', E)-ub net, {y,\}JI E e • 

Definition 3.7 Given Eft} and E' = (E[t])', the A1ackey topology on E is the 

strongest Hausdorff, locally convex topology p on E such that E' = (E[p])' . 

Definition 3.8 A locally convex space Eft} is said to be an ab-space {almost bornolog

ical} if both t = p and any net in (! is weak" -convergent to a point of E' . 

Remark 3.5 Recall, E' = {y E E"" 13 {y,\} E (! weak*-convergent to y } . 

Hence, we can say that E[p] is an ab-space if E' = E'. In particular, this 

equality holds if E' = E'" (as we shall prove in Proposition 3.9). 

On the other hand, since any ,B(E', E)-bounded net has a subnet in (!, 

E'" :5 E'" as we show below (Proposition 3.8). Furthermore, if E is not reflexive 

then E is properly contained in E". This means that E"" is a quotient space of 

E'; i.e., even if E is an ab-space, this does not imply that E' = E'" because 

E would be a semi-reflexive space. We can see this as follows: Since (! contains 

all weak*-Cauchy nets that are ,B(E', E)-bounded, E'" :5 E' :5 E'" and also 

E' :5 E'" , so E' = E'" . Hence E' = E'" and so E'[,B(E', E] is semi-reflexive. 

Thus, in particular, any bornological space would be semi-reflexive and hence any 

metric space. A1any examples show that this is not the case. 

Proposition 3.8 E"':5 E'" . 
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Proof: Let I E EIII = (E"[f3(E', E)])' be given. 

We will prove that f is also continuous when E" has the topology Til. For this let 

{Zo} J be a net convergent to zero over the nets in Il ; i.e., Zo 4' O. 

Let us suppose that I(zo) f+ 0 in C. Thus there exist both f > 0 and a cofinal 

subset J' C J such that lJ(zo)1 > f for all a E J' ; i.e., 

Zo rt 1-1(D() = [(J-l(D())O]. where D( = {e E C Ilel:5 f} and B = (J-l(D())O 

is the polar in E' of 1-1 (D() (Definition 3.1) and B· is the polar in E" of B 

(Definition 3.1). Thus for each a E J' 3yo E B such that Izo(Yo)1 > t:. 

Since 1-1(D() E {)(f3(E",E')) , the set BeE' defined above, is f3(E', E)

bounded. Hence, by Proposition 3.7, the net {YolJ, has a sub net {YO}JII in 

Il (J" a cofinal subset of J' , hence a cofinal subset of J). 

Since {zo} J is zero-convergent over the nets in Il, there are indides ao E J and 

a~ E JII such that IZo(YoII)I:5 f V a ~ ao, a" ~ a~. From this, if we choose 

al E JII such that both 0'1 ~ 0'0 and a} ~ a~ , we have f < IZOI (Yo!)1 :5 f • 

This contradiction tells us that I(zo) -+ 0 in Cj that is, I E EIII ; and hence 

EIII C EIII • 

Proposition 3.9 If E' = EIII then E[Il] is an ab-space. 

Proof: Let {y,\} l:!. E Il be such that it is weak--convergent to Y E E"- ; i.e., let 

Y E E' . We will show that Y E E' . 

Let {zo}J be any Til-convergent to 0 net in E" and let f > 0 be given. 

Since {y,\} l:!. Ell, there are indides ao E J and Ao E ~ such that IZoY'\I:5 f 

for all a ~ ao and for all A ~ Ao . 

Then, since Y,\ -+ Y for the weak*-topology in E' , for each a ~ ao, IzoYI:5 f ; 

i.e., yzo -+ 0 in C . Hence Y E (E"[T"D' = EIII = E' . It follows that E[t] is an 
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ab-space. 

Theorem 3.7 If E[tJ is a metric space and F[uJ is a DF-space ([l1J, p-396) then 

the linear space of the bounded operators is sequentially (w, u)-closed in Lr(E, F) . 

Proof: Let {Tn}N be a sequence of bounded operators that is (w, u)-convergent 

to TELf(E,F). 

Since E[t] is a metric space there is a countable basis {) = {Vn}N of balanced, 

convex and closed neighborhoods of zero such that Vi::) V2 ::) •••• 

On the other hand, since F[u] is a DF-space, there is a countable basis B = {Bn} N 

of balanced, bounded and closed subsets of F ([11], p-400); i.e., any other bounded 

subset of F is contained in some Bn. 
Let suppose that T is not a bounded operator. 

Thus for all n, T(lIn ) is not a bounded subset of F; i.e., for each Bm E B there 

is an element Xnm E Vn such that T(xnm) (j. Bm . 

Hence, the sequence given by the diagonal terms {xnn} N , is t-convergent to zero in 

E. Since T is a continuous map, {Txnn } N is u-convergent to zero in F and hence 

it is a bounded set; i.e., there exists Bm E B such that {Txnn } N C Bm. This 

implies that TXmm E Bm , which yields a contradiction. 

Corollary 3.9 If E[tJ is a metric space and F[uJ is both a semi-MonteZ ([9J, p-

249) and a DF-space, then the linear space of the compact operators is sequentially 

(w, u)-closed in Lf(E, F) . 

Proof: In a semi-Montel space any closed and bounded set is compact. Thus any 

bounded operator is a compact operator. 
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